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PREFACE 

\ 

In deve)oping regions the man-nature relationship is 

significantly skewed in favour of environment, which 

impose several compulsions .on the · developmental 

processes. Indian coast especially the coast of 

Gujarat, represents a case where the harsh dry climatic 

regime along with fragile ~marine eco-sys~em places 

limits on the developmental processes. In-the_ proposed 

study, the component of coastal marine eco-system will 

be an~lysed·and an attempt to identify the areas of 
I 

the varying man-nature relationship. 

'This study will be a -multidiciplinary in nature involving 

Geology, Oceanography, Ecology and Geography. In the 

Chapter 1st review- of literature on coastal .zone 

management will be presented. -Geographical personality 

of the study area will·be dealt in Chapter 2nd. The 
' 

Chapter 3rd will be concerning with patterns and 
( 

potentials of terrestr~ial and marine resources. The 

Chapter 4th will be deal"ing with- utilisation pattern and 

growing pressure in the study area. Chapter 5th will 

'I be related to Oceanic orientation and.!uture development 

of the study area. Finally Chapter 6th will be 

discussing with problems ~nd strategies of the study 

area. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N .. 

The 1970's witnessed the birth of a new object of enq~iry: 

the coastal zone. The evolution of coastal management and 

planning has been the result of two parallel developments 

on the one hand a changing orientation of human activities 

and on the other hand an increasing awareness of environmental 

issues. So coast becomes a bio-physical environment for the 

socio-economic system~ on environment to be used by man and 

ultimately to be either destroyed or managed by man. 

In the light of the above fact coastal zone management takes 

prominence in any study concerning oceans and its 

surroundings. Management is essentially concerned with 

resources. Management is often defined as " getting things 

done through people". The actual functions of management of 

resourses in~olves both art and science, abililty and 

techniques qualitative and quantitative approaches . 

.. 
Coastal zone management connotes the management of coastal 

water and shorelands. The fundamental goal is conservation 

of coastal eco- system at the optimum achievable carrying 

capacity (that is ability of yield resources of value to 

man). A programme for conservation of coastal eco-system 

should consists of four major elements (i) protection of all 
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ecologically vital area (ii) Elimination of all damaging 

discharges of pollution (iii) Control of site alteration in 

the shorelands to maintain the optium (natural) guality (iv) 

Control of excavation and alterations of the coastal water 

basins and their margins. 

1.1 Review of Literature 

Coasts and coastal zone management i~ not the new subject. 

Various studies have been conducted in this field in varied 

forms. 

taken 

Coastal morphology and regional 

into account by American and 

description were 

European authors. 

Initially study of the dynamics and morphology of coastal 

zone and trends comes under, the branch of Science and 

Technology. Leonardo Da Vinchi's work was one of them. In 

his study he gave the idea for the selection of part 

development and planning. 

Afterwards coast defences become a part of the subject. 

French scientists Lanblaride (1789) and Emy (1831) and 

Itallion Lialdi (1866) and Cronaglia (1889, studies many 

processes in this context of the dynamics of the coastal 

zone. During the early ninteenth century a number of 

empirical laws had been established~ such as the depth and 
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strength of wave. action on the sea bed and coast, the coast 

and constructional features and the movement of material 

along the coast. Further instead of direct observation, 

model experiments has been developed. Many practica.l 

importance have been derived from these models. But in 

reality these model did little contribution to the general 

theory of coastal development. 

Hydrographers also studied coasts for navigation, sailing 

direction and navigational charts. This was widely developed 

in 18th century specially in Russia. Eminent Russian 

hydrographers of this period were Litke and Bellingshausen. 

They were mainly interested in the origin of coasts but the 

genetic view in the description of coasts was dev~loped. 

Geologists such as Lyell(1830) and Elie de Beaumont (1845) 

paid main attention towards the sea along the coast. 

Afterwards many geologists studied the formation of plains of 

marine denudation and were interested in"the structure of 

coastal deposits. Geomorphological and geological studies 

were mainly aimed towards the general course of the erosion 

cycle in the development of relief, as well as dontemparary 

processes in the alternation of coasts. This was firstly 

done by Gilbert (1885) and Gulliver (1899). 
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Richthofen (1901} classified the coasts and ga~e important 

general conclusions. Davis (1912), Johnson (1919) of US and 

Passerge (1912) etc of Europe were summarised and classify 

the coasts. 

Many universities now carrying out research on coastal zone 

management and development, i . . e. California and Chicago 

universities are carrying out coastal research and publishing 

the results for many years. The theme and system of coastal 

management is not new in India. 

It existed since-ancient Indian history. Evidence of sea 

port system at Lothal (Gujarat) and at some other places 

indicate the existence of coastal management in the Indus 

Velly civilisation. Ancient and medieval man were simple and 

hard a limited type of coastal management based on needs, 

experience and knowledge. Data and litera.ture on coastal 

management are meagre and in scattered form various scholar 

from different displine have contributed in this field. 

Krishnaswamy (1954) worked on coasts of India. Author has 

divided the Indian coasts into five parts namely, the coastal 

strip , the Western coastline, the Malabar coast, the Madras 
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coasts, and the inlets of water and straits on the Indian 

coast. The east coast of India bears the unpress of recent 

elevatory movement. He stated that the oscillations of the 

sea-level have been much more complex on the west coast. 

Whereas the Kathiawar coast bears unmistakable signs of land 

uplift and especially so in the Rann of Kutch.( mainly due to 

s~ismic activity, the earth quake of 1897). The Bombay and 

Malabar coasts. on the other hand show unmistakable signs of 

sub-mergence ( the submerged forests on coasts of Malabar and 

Bombay). 

Wager(1960) worked on human use of the earth. He identified 

to show man as the inhabitant and beneficiary of artificial 

environments, created by human efforts. This premise was that 

" there is an order and regularity in the geography of man's 

works. 

Burton (1965) gave a good account of resource management 

and conservation. This article demonstrate that the study of 

conservation is emerging from an environmentalist, 

preservationistic, moralistic and ethical past as 

distinctive intergrative discipline of using and manging the 

earths natural resouces. This article have been assembled 

into three main parts, each according to a seperate theme: 
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Part I the Malthusian Eq~ation, part II the conservation of 

limited resources and part III the management of an expanding 

resource base. 

Sen Gupta (1966) evaluated planning region for development 

in India. A~ attempt has been made by the author to 

delineate the base for perspective planning during the next 

two decades namely 70's and 80's. The principles 

methods of physiographical regionalisation have 

and 

been 

discussed followed by a discussion of 

of delineating marco economic 

principles and·methods 

regions for resource 

development. As a result, six major economic region and 42 

sub regions have been marked out. 

Horting(1969) has made a work on the conservation of mineral 

resources and its development. He has described the coastal 

mineral resources and its development. Coastal area can be 

divided into many zone of jurisdiction. Optimum resource 

allocation requires, the most effective application of the 

principles of multiple use to a specific area to the maximum 

degree of feasibililty. 

Martino (1969) commented on management of resources and it is 

vital because of the rapid tempo in our modern age and the 

complexity of our understanding. The need is for a priority 
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system to ensure optimum allocation of resources. And thus 

process must be continual ........... dynamics ........ measuring 

derivations between predicted and actual resource 

use .......... suggesting alternatives ...... __ ....... . 

pinpointing the impact of decisions .... _ .... reacting within 

a time frame which will make the result of actions 

meaningful. Finally thi~ book suggest solution to resource 

allocation problems. and present methods for ultilising 

available resources efficiently and effectively. Translated 

into action, this book can be road map towards profitable 

resou~ce management. 

Peearson (1970) accounted a good study on environment and 

ecological problems in the coastal zone~ He classified types 

of waste disposal and there solutions. He identified wast 

disposal system in two groups (i) the estuary coastal 

discharge dilemma· (ii) the open coast disposal problems. 

Quality of the coastal environment can only be obtained 

through the treatment of the waste. Waste is 

influencing the living and non living communities 

human settlement in and around a coast. 

directly 

and the 

Schafer(1970) defined the bio-logical resouoces of the 

coastal zone on the basis of human activities with marine and 
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marine environment. He remarked that coastal zone is an area 

where both terrestial and marine activities are influencing . 
to each other. Rapid population growth and urbanisation 

around the coast adversely influenced the marine 

environment. In such a situtation it is difficullt to 

preserve the pre- existing ecological regime. He worked out 

a significant relationship between man and living organisims 

of coasts and conservation of biological resources. Finally 

he concluded that for the efficeint coastal planning, 

prerequisite is the availability of data on living resources, 

climatic conditions and human activities. 

Dixit (1971) has analysied the morphological features of the 

Kharlands (saline wastes) of Gujarat. The Kharland are 

partly depositional and partly erosional features. Plenty of 

wat~r is key to reclamation of land in an arid or semi arid 

environment. Reclamation of Kharland means decreasing the 

salinity of the soil by eliminating salt content which has 
. 

accumulated because of the tidal effect of the sea. The 

washing and leaching of the salt are the two convinent 

methods of making the surface soil free of salt. The area 

around the Gulf of Khambhat has no permanent source of fresh 

water. The underground water is brakish. Building of large 

reserviors 1s therefore essential for the supply of 

freshwater needed to eliminate the salt by leaching and 
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flushing. One would prefer the agronomic method, which does 

not involve any large scale expenditure and is based on the 

age long experience of the farmers. The cultivation of salt 

the resisting strains of crops is very plausible. Whatever 

difficulties the Kharlands offer immense agricultural 

potentialities and in a region which is deficient in food, 

their reclamation is worth taking up with all the human and 

technical equipment. 

Schneidewind (1971) discussed the important types of data 

which 

types 

data. 

are needed for the coastal development planning. Two 

of data are available - environmental and inventory 

Efficient development of the coasts is only possible 

with the centralised storage and processing unit of data in 

each coastal zone. 

Stern light (1971), emphasised the coastal planning and 

organisation systems. Planning includes systems structuring 

analysis & design, programming, feed back and evaluation. 

Conflicts can be solved by the surveying the social interest. 

Mazumdar (1973) evaluated the various aspects of tribal 

population in Eastern Gujarat. Physical, Cultural and so~ial 

aspects have forced the population to remain distinct. The 

tribal population have still not been able to get rid of 
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their economic and cultural backwardness. Which has resulted 

in tremendous problems before a developing country like 

India. But the tribes of the southern part~ have changed to 

a great dea·l with the modern development and migration to the 

plains. 

Dikshit (1974) has explained the ~ineral resources of the 

oceans. He divided these mineral resources into three parts 

(i) Mineral~ from the continental shelves and slopes (ii) 

Minerals from the Deep Sea Floor and (iii) Minerals from sea 

water. 

Pal ( 1975) did an emperical study, intended to identify 

relatively less or more developed areas in India as compared 

to an average national level of development. His study was 

extended over all districts of India. He was the first 

person to use principal component analysis. 

Sen Gupta (1977) attempted the study on marine pollution and 

its effect. He classified four types of marine pollution 

namely discharge of domestic sewage, petroleum seepage etc., 

radioactivity and finally contamination by various heavy 

metals, such as mercury, lead, cadium etc. 

Gananathan (1978-79) has di~cussed. the importance of the 

Arabian sea in the Economic development of India. Arabian 
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Sea influences the climate of India and marine mineral 

resources below the sea bed. 

Clark (1978) explained that coastal geomorphology can be seen 

to have evolved in recent decades from a pure systematic 

study to a field with considerable potential for practical 

application. This new role for the geomorpho)ogists spans 

activities such as formal understanding and delimitation of 

process systems, public information, remedial strategy, 

design and participation in the formulation of legislative 

and bureaucratic frameworks for coastal management decision -

making. 

Powell (1980) attempted for a flexible interpretative 

framework in various approaches to resource management. 

Problems of resource management can only be examined in their 

appropriate local settings. The maintenance of authority and 

stability in modern capitalist socities has become too 

heavily dependent on the achievement of economic production 

and the satisfaction of material needs. 

Zindge (1980) analysed the effects of industrial waste 

disposal on the water quality of the river Kolak 1n the 

Khambhat region. About 6 MLD of industrial waste water is 

discharged without prope~ treatment in the fresh water zone 
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of the river Kolak. The river flow dec~eases considerably 

during the dry season. 

Briggs etc (1982) evaluated the potential role of ecological 

mapping in coastal zone management in Europe. A major 

difficulty 1s of the consistent and reliable data on coastal 

environments and related inland areas. Ecotogical mapping 

involve the collection, storage, analysis and mapping of data 

on a wide range of environmental resources of land scape, 

land, water and air as well as the related natural hazards of 

flooding, erosion, earthquakes, landslips and climate 

extremes. Ecological mapping undoubtedly has a major role to 

play in facilitating integrated management in coastal zones. 

But it is primarily a problem seeking tool. 

designed as a means of solving problems. 

It is not 

Camhis etc (1982) atiempted on coastal planning and 

land management perespectives. Coastal zone is a strip of 

and sea has only recently been identified. Ecological 

revolution has contributed to raise coastal problem to an 

issue level. Author also delineated the coastal zone on the 

basis of morphology, land use, ecological or economic 

criterion. The coast is unique and valuable as a resource 

not only from an ecological perespective but also from a 
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socio economic view. Pollution and environmental 

degradation exprsses the conflicts among the uses of coastal 

resources. Finally he emphasised seek for international 

cooperation. 

Carlberg (1982) has discussed the coastal policy in Sweden : 

use and protection of marine resources. Author described 

that there is always a conflicting interests in coastal and 

sea areas. The future strategy for coastal develoment should 

envisage planning and coordination of activities. Finally 

he emphasised on the development of offshore technology. 

Dix (1982) has attempted a study on some ecological aspects 
. 

of the coastal development. He has attempted to define 

various terms such as ecology, conservation, pollution etc. 

His article provides information on regional planning and 

environmental change and pollution etc. 

Lee (1982) wrote a paper on economic development and 

environmental protection in coastal zone. He says "that each 

coastal zone has its own economic system and environmental 

system . But each system is also linked to the other system 

• through the flow of natural resources and waste material 

between them." Therefore the economic and environmental 
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conditions of the coast~l zone. are independent and require a 

integrated planning and management. 

D~sai etc (1983) have attempted a compa~ative account on 

zooplankton in polluted and unpolluted estuaries of Gujarat. 

They found dominance of zooplankton groups varied with level 

of pollution in the unpolluted estuary invariably copepods 

were predominant. in the polluted estuaries during ebb tide 

gastropods, mysidr and .polychetes formed the major part of 

the zooplankton. Diversity of different groups of 

zooplankton was relatively low in polluted estuaries. 

Oldfield (1983) has attempted the main impact on the 

environment : some recent perspective. few techniques of peat 

and sediment dating can provide finely resolved chronologies 

for the last 10 to 200 years of accumulation. Case studies of 

sedimentation and erosion, and of heavy metal and particulate 

pollution, show how the repertoire of new techniques can 

provide detailed evidence for the changing impact of human 

activity on ecosystems. 

Sharma (1984) has described the resource based development 

planning on a territorial basis. He classified the r~source 

region of Sagar district on the basis of various parameters 

such as pollution distribution, crop combination, 
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agricultural efficiency etc. He further demarcated economic 

and fundtional regions. "The resource regions serves as a 

basic spatial units, but socio-economic ihfrastructure is 

essential for the development of natural resources.· 

Desai (1984) attempted the distribution of phytoplankton 

pigments Auranga, Ambika, Purna and Mindola estuaries of 

Gujarat. Estimation of phytoplankton pigments in four 

estuaries of South Gujarat indicates that all are fairly 

productive systems. Effects of pollution on phytoplakton 

production was discernible only at Hindola where the 

relatively higher level of nutrients stimulated enhanced 

growth of phytoplanton. Auranga and Ambika estuaries behaved 

identically while the other two showed their own specific 

pattern of distribution for phytoplanton pigments. 

Rao (1985) 

eonservation 

has evaluated the biological monitoring for 

of marine living resources along the Indian 

coast. Responses of marine biota, proje~t the actual effect 

of any change ~nvironmental or anthropogenic in the 

biosphere. Lastly the longterm bilological monitoring of the 

environment will realistically helps in the conservation of 

self generating marine living resources. 

Desai (1985) analysised the remote sensing techniques on 

oceanic climate. Monitoring the vast oceahic areas is a 
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difficult and expensive task; satelite remote sensing has been 

rec~ganised as a valuable means 

Raju (1985) has evalutated the oceanic energy in the Indian 

context. India has got a very high potential for the 

renewable ocean energy~ the most promising forms being 

Thermal COTE), wave (forming part of a multibenefit system) 

and tidal energies. For each case the potential, principles 

of extraction, technological developments, work in progress 

at global level and the activities in India are briefly 

presented. The estimated potential of Ocean Thermal 

Energy (OTEC), wave energy and Tidal Energy. are 50000 HW, 

60000 HW. 8000 HW respectively. The eastern coast of India 

and islands of Lakshadweep and Andaman offer immediate of 

exploiting OTEC. Possibilities for wave Energy utilisation 

are available all along the Indian coast. Gulf of Kutch, 

Bombay on the west and Sundarba.ns area on east offer 

excellent sites for tidal power development. 

Sengupta etc (1985) worked on petroleum- its present and 

future. They found out that in the recent years, both 

production and consumption of oil indicate a ~egative growth 

rate. With 

management of 

the present trend of development and 

the available resources. the oil 

better 

reserves 

exploiated will last well into the next country. The 
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present ration between production and consumption of oil in 

India is about 1 : 1.3. Analysing the present trend of· 

increase in production and consumption, it has been estimated 

that India can become self sufficient in oil within the next 

few years. The existing onshore and offshore reserves in the 

country will at least last for the next 25 years. 

Das (1986) has calculated the salinity gradient and 

potential in India. Salinity gradient, as a source of energy 

has recently been recognised. Four methods have been 

proposed for the extraction of power from salinity gradient 

(i) osmotic pressure difference (ii) vapour pressure 

difference (iii) reverse electrodialysis and (iv) mechano 

- chemical engines using collagens. 

The salinity gradient energy sourse exists in the estuaries 

where fresh water flows into the sea water. Power potentials 

resulting from rivers discharge is calculated as under : 

RIVERS 

Sabarmati 

Hahi 

Narmada 

Tapi 

Average Annual discharge 
H3/sec 

101 

269 

1290 

. 570 

Power potential 
(HW) 

253 

673 

3225 

142~S 

----------~--------------------------------------------------
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All the four method are either in the conceptual or in the 

experimental stage and economically they are not viable. 

However the first three methods described requires more 

attention from the commercial view point. 

Hukerjee (1987) has analysed the conservation of eco-system. 

Irrational and unplanned exploitation of natural resources 

for centuries, led to an overall depletion of natural 

environment and imbalance in the ecosystem. To achieve 

overall development of a region without destruction of its 

ecosystem, it is e~sential to have a proper planning within 

an ecological framework. To conserve and restore the 

disbalanced ecosystem, proper utilisation of land seems to be 

the only remedy; and for this purpose detailed landuse 

are needed. 

maps 

Bhasin (1988) attempted a fundamental conflicts between 

individual and group interests. These conflicts are basic 

and eternal .. Further he has attempted a historical linkages. 

He also highlighted the concept of welfare geographers. 

1.2 Selection of the Study area : 

The coastal region of Gulf of Khambhat comprises of vast 

coastline and has varied resources from black cotton soil to 

oceanic resources. This region is influenced by both maritime 
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and continental climate, which ranges from dry climate in the 

north to moist climate in the south. It results variation 

in vegetation coverage. The rapid industrialisation and 

urbani~ation has increased density of population. Location 

of these industries and urban centres polluted the rivers, 

oceans and atmosphere with domestic sevage and industrial 

effluents. Which posses many threat to man nature 

relation, in the form of pollution, environmental 

degradation 1n and around the region. This phase of 

disequilibrium can only be resolved with efficient and 

optimum use of resources and control on environmental 

degradation. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of the study is to find out 

the relationship between increasing population pressure 
on various resources (terrestial and marine) 

Oceanic orientation of the economy in coastal talukas 

influence of developmental processes on population 
growth, occupational structure and land use pattern etc 

process of defor~station with rapid industralisation 
and population growth 

to formulate and develop the resource region 
study area 

in the 

to find out the problems and prepare strategies for the· 
future development. 
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This study is multidisciplinary in nature involving geO'logy, 

oceanography, ecology and geography. 

1.4 Data Base : 

Mainly this study is based on the secondary and primary source 

of data on demography, oceanic and terrestial resources, 

industries etc. 

1.5 Scheme of Chapertisation : 

The whole study is grouped into six chapters. Chapter I 

Contains the introduction to the subject matter, review of 

literature on coastal zone management and on the study area. 

It also includes the scheme of chapterisation, objectives and 

limitation. 

Ge6graphical personality the study area is given in chapter 

II. Special emphasis is given on the coastal geomorphology 

of the study area. Other indicators such population, 

soil, vegetation, drainage, transport and communication are 

highlighted in this chapter. 

Patterns and potentials of resources are discussed in the 

IIIrd cha.pter. Resources are classified according tb their 

spatial distribution - terrestial and marine. Afterwards 

each resources have been discussed separately with latest 
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available data on production and utilisation. In some cases 

talukawise study on coastal zone has been done. Finally on 

the basis of dist~ibution of various an attempt is made to 

develop a resource regionalisation of the study area: 

Chapter IV contains the utilisation pattern, growing pressure 

and identified the fragile region. Utilisation pattern of 

resources are firstly discussed and then attempt has been 

made to findout the impact of growing population on these 

resources. 

Chapter V includes the oceanic orientation and future 

.£~" Concentration o,t?~J!Btn~lat ion, 
r t1 _,' , . 

rural and urban population•, 1' .. fri · a-ll the 

developmental strategies. 

growth pattern, 
.• "O. 

taluka are calculated. The shift of ~~p~lation in coastal 

primary, secondary and tertiary sector is examined. Finally 

degree of oceanic orientation of different talukas has been 

assessed. 

Last chapter deals with the variou~.problems of coa~tal zone 

region and to findout the gravity of these problems, Finally 

suggest the future strategies for the efficiet and judicious 

use of resources along with management of eco-system. 

-
DISS 
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1.6 Limitations : 

Various efforts have been made to attempt this study a 

synthesize work but with time constraint it would not possibl 

to a great extent. Resource management is a very vague term. 

In such a case what resources should be taken and what left 

out pose a variety of problems. I have tried my best to 

give this study a concreate form but non availability of data 

and various other constraints, still it require more 

research. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL PERSONALITY OF THE STUDY AREA 

The Gulf of Khambhat region comes in the Western part of 

India. It is thrusting into Arabian sea and mainly covers 

the South - Eastern pa~t of Gujrat state. Its longituditional 

0 0 

expansion is from 72 45' ~o 74 30' East and latitudional from 

0 2 
20 o 23 ~so· North. It covers about 56,789 Km and has a 

population of over 1,68,92,051 comprising mainly the coastal 

districts of G~jarat, namely Bhavnagar, Kheda, Surat, Valsad, 

Vadodara, Ahmedabad and Bharuch. The Density of population 

2 
is 297 person per Km. Area of the region is mentioned in 

Table no. 2.1. 

' 2.1 The Physical Setting 

(J.) PHYSIOGRAPHY The igneous debris that solidified led to 

the formation of highly foliated biotic schists and chlorite 

sehists, which together constituted the earliest composite 

geniss which co·vers much of Peninsular India and is exposed 

in Rajasthan extending south.- westwaords into north east 

Guj ar·at. Thus a sedimentary cover over the Archaean igneous 

material "~as formed. Subsequent tectonic disturbances that 

occured during the Primary era initiated the process of 

metamorphisim and sediments were altered, re:-L\1 ting into 

rocks which were highly distinct from the early igeneous 
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S.No Nate of District 

1. : AHKEDAMD · 

2. : BHARUCH 

Table NO. 2.1 

INDICATORS : GULF OF KHAKBHAT REGION 

Area in 
K11. 

: 8707 
: (4.4) 

I 
I. 

Total Popu.: 
(1981) 
TOTAl !R U R A l 

: 38,75,794 : 10,94,716! 27,81,078 : 
(11.371 (28.241! {71.761 

: 9038 : 12,96,451 : 10,54,972: 2,41,509 : 
.: {4.6) . : (3.80) : (81.37} : {18.63) 

Density of 
of Poplil. 

?.. per Kli. 

441 

: Dece•ial 
:_Growth 
: rate of popul. 
: 1971 -: 81 

31.96 

16.76 

____________________ j ______________________________________________________ ~------------------------

3. : BHAVNAGAR : 11155 
!{5.69) 

: 18,79,340 : 12,93,76b! 6,25,574 : 168. 
: {5.51) {66.7) (33.3) 

---------------------~---------------------------------~--------------------------*-----------------
4. : KHEIIA : 7194 

: (3.67) 

. 
: 30,15,(127 : 24,08,672! 6,()6,355 : 
: {8.85} (79.891 : 120.11) 

. . 

22.67 418 ,I 
I 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5. : SURAl 

I 
<· 

. : 1657 
: {3.9(1) 

.: 24,93,211 
{7.31) 

: 14,27,l72! 10,66,()39 : 
(57.241 : (42.76) : 

39.41 

-------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. : IJADODARA 

7. : VALSAD 
I 

. I 

: 7794 
: (3.97) 

: 2~,58,(192 : 16,()7,565! 9,5(),527 : 
(7.5) {62.84): (37.16) :-

3.27 

5244 : 17,74,136 : 13,85,274! 3,88,862 :. 338 
: (2.671 {5.20) {78.()8) : (21.92) : 

28.79 

23.95 

==================================================================================================== 

Source Pri•ary Census Abstract, Census of India 1981. 
(Figures in brakets indicating percentages) 

2972 

174 27.21 
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mater· ial s. This system of highly altered rocks, known as 

Dharwars, occurs in the eastern part of the area. 

The Coast of Khambhat have resulted from the rise of land 

resulting from a testonic movement meets with certain 

difficulties. (Dikshit, 1971). Firstly we have no evidence of 

any deformation or tilting in any part of the rocks than the 

quaternary and above all the basaltic lava flows. Secondly 

' in the softer rocks, there is no possibility of the deposits 

being disturbed, but one finds in this area deposits which 

are not at all disturbed. Thirdly a tectonic m6vement will 

present certain denivellation and will not have a uniform 

rise everywhere. Lastly, the survival of the relief in all 

the details is very striking and could not have been 

preserved if there were a tectonic movement. The Nalsarovar, 

the centre of the old arm of the sea connecting the Gulf of 

Khambhat t-li th the Gulf of Kutch, is s·o intact as to make one 

believe that the sea has quietly departed from this area. 

The uniform rise everywhere on the one hand and the 

preservation of the past topography, on the others, suggest 

an eustatic origin of these surfaces. 

(2) Coastal Geomorphology 

Coastal geomorphology may be studied under the following 
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heads: 

( i ) 

28 

Off - Shore features 
Shore features 
Coastal features 
Evaluation of the littoral Geomorphology 

( ii) 
(iii) 
{iv) 
(v) Littoral geomorphology in relation to human activities 

and problems. 

Continental shelf means the marine floor between the normal 

shoreline and the submarine contour of 100 fathoms (183 

meters or 600 feet ). The self is the widest near the gulf 

of Khambhat, about 400 Km. across and narrowest off the delta 

mouths where the width (near Sundarbans or Krishna mouth) is 

less than 30-35 Km. 

The continental shelf off the eastern coast is approximately 

one third of the width of the shelf that occurs off the 

western coas~ of India. The slope of continental shelf is 

about 1 to 2 minutes near the Gulf of Khambhat from the shore 

of the 100 fathom submarine contour. 

It is interesting to note that while the continental shelf 

off the Gulf of Khambhat is the widest (over 400 Km.) with 

the lowest gradient for the shelf as a whole (about 2'), the 

shelf nearer the shore is relatively deep and the·5 fathom 

contour intersects the coast near the mouth of the Narmada 

and Gogha river. This is particulary noteworthy in view of 

t~e fact that this coastal stretch is low and often swampy. 
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According to 10 fathom contour, however, the shelf gradient in 

the Khambhat region is lower (about 7' ). 

The deposits on the continental! shelf around India are 

mostly those supplied from the subarea! erosion of .inland 

areas and from coastal erosion. These deposits are known to 

be gravels, sarids,·silts and muds. Formerely it was believed 

that sediments become fever away from the 

\ 

Shepar-d ( 1963)' Guilcher (1958) and others however, have 

shown that this is far from true and frequently the sediments 

nearer shore are fever than those reward. Silt flats and mud 

flats are found in the numerous estuaries, e.g. the Narmada 

and the Tapi .in the gulf of Khambhat region. In the continental 

shelf of the Khambhat region the lava appears to be overlain 

with later deposits. 

Some nor-,-rocky low level .islands are found in the Khambhat 

region. The estuarine islands are found on the mouth of a 

numbers of estuaries north of Valsad especially in the Tapi 

and Narmada estuaries where there are large bets (the local 

word for islands) e.g. Kadia Bet, Alia Bet and dogen other 

smaller non-rocky islands. All these islands are above the 

level. But there are n~merous sandy banks and 

islands between high and low watermark also. These islands 

consisting of beach sand and mud banks, \o'#ithout any 
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vegetatic•n, whose growth inhibited by the tidal submergence 

in the estuaries of the region, mark some important submarine 

phase and process. 

Three types of islands are found in the Khambhat region. One 

category is represented by estuarine islands either submerged 

at high tide or permanently above the sea. They are sandy or 

muddy or marshy low - level surfaces. The second group is 

t-epresen ted 

Gulf - head. 

by the larger completely sandy islands near the 

Finally, 1«1e have rocY..y Pi ram 

island and scores of other smaller rocky island mostly of 

littoral concreate off the western shore of the Gulf. The 

islands of the first and second categories are related to the 

dominance of marine deposits over marine erosion offshore 

marine deposition or erosion is per·formed by waves or 

currents or streams. In this region ~he depositional action 

is magnified by the (i) protection enjoyed by the Gulf of 

Khambhat against the monsoon - engendered currents which do 

not enter in this relatively narrow northward projecting 

area o·f the sea, ( .i i) mecreover, the waves are also 

relatively mild because .ecf the obstructiecn by Kathiawar 

Peninsula to the onshore winds which are predominantly from 

SC•Lith west,. and (iii) the absence of strecng waves and 

surrents also ensures greater deposition of the river - borne 
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sediments on the continental shelf. Some banks might be 

completely submerged and may later appear above the low water 

line. 

The estuarine islands at the mouths of Tapi, Narmada, Dhadar, 

Mahi and Sabarmati are in depositional features. Some of 

these might have grown on the higher surfaces of the 

submerged marine floor. The depositional activ.i ty is 

increased during the period of the south - west monsoon when 

the swollen rivers held up be the rivers - borne sediments 

which cannot pass rapidly and easily out into the open sea. 

Shoreline is the junction of sea and land. It is not static 

It becomes longer and moves seaward at the low concept. 

tides. It moves landward at high tides. ThL\S then? .is a 

lc•wer limit of the shoreline at the lowest ebb of tides and 

there is an upper· limit ot the shoreLine at the highest \.'later 

level. The zone betv;een these highest and lov;est of 

shorelines can be called the shore. The part of the shore 

zone that lies between the ordinary low and high tide has 

been called as and that above the same 

immediately at the cliff foot called as 'backshore·. 

Sandy beaches are quite marked along the shore of the Gulf of 

Khambhat. The beach is about 1.5 Km. broad on the protected 
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western shore of the Gulf whereas it j~ 200 to 400 meters 

broad on the eastern shore. Occasionally the foreshore sandy 

beach passes laterally into marshes and mud flats, e.g. 

the eastern shor·e of Kathial<'lar. Sometimes there are 

prominent beach ridges in the backshore. Thus betlo'leen 

and Valsad we have four parallel lines of beach 

ridges. 

Littoral concerete with impressive continuity over lc•ng 

stretches, e.g. 14 Km~ is found near Daman. 

in a process of formation. 

It .is apparently 

Estuaries are dominating in this region. These are broad in 

the north of Valsad. All the r i\ .. ers, e.g. the Tapi, the 

Nar·mada, the Dhadar, the Ulhas, the Mahi, the Sabarmati, the 

Kim, the Purnd, and the Ambika, etc. are marked by estuarine 

mouths, e>: tensi ve mud flats and salt marshes and in some 

cases by estuarine islands. In some parts the marshes 

account for about one-forth of the width of the coastal 

plain. The marshy tracts occurrihg near the mouth of 

estuaries show the process of estuary filling. There are the 

several reason for the sedimentation (a) shallow continental 

shelf, (b) the relative calm waters of the Khambhat region 

(c) large sediment discharge of the Narmada, Tapi and (d) low 

·attitude of coastal plains. 
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( 4) The present drainage sets like a key to the past 

and portrays almost connected evolution of the deainage at 

least in the recent past. Drainage pattern of the region is 

in three direction. On the western side rivers 

Bhaddar, Shetrunji etc. are flowing in an easterly direction 

and discharge their water in the Gulf of Khambhat. The 

important rivers of the north are Sabarmati and Mahi. The 

Sabanflat.i has a length of over 300 Km. and an extensive 

catchment area. The river has high banks particulary in its 

upper reaches~ where they sometimes rise to a height of 60 

'meters. Even in the lower, parts, the river has well marked 

bluffs rising from 10 to 15 metres above its bed. 

is even bigger and has a 500 Km. long course. 

The Mahi 

The lo!>'~er 

parts of the Mahi are characterised by heavily gullied sand 

bank!?, and numerous. ra\•'ives that have p·rc•cluced b.:1dlands in 

part of Kheda district. The last 70 Km. of the river carry 

the tidal influence which have broadened the estnary. 

Th~ most important rivers of the region are Narmada and Tapi. 

These rivers are running from east to west align along the 

r·i·ft valleys. They enter the western coast of Peninnsular 

Indies to unite with the Gulf of Khambhat but the currents 

generated in the_Khambhat wash away the silts of the Narmada 

and Tapi. The free movements of their silt is assested by 
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the Khambhat currents and is further responsible for causing 

estirary on their respective mouths. The streams south of 

the Taps are short, swift and young e.g. the Purna~ the 

Ambika, the Par and the Damanganges. The mouth of all these 

rivers are affected by tidal flow. 

Climate Climate i~ one of the most important 

factors that govern to a large extent the organic resources 

of a region and the mode of human activity. It has almost a 

decisive effect on the nature of the cropping pattern, 

agricultural practices, the livestock ~nd ~orest economy of 

the region coastal zone of the region is having maritime 

climate where less variations in day night temperature. As 

we move towards interior the variation in increases. 

Mean daily maximum temperature varies from 33 c' to 35 c~ 

while the minimum mean daily ranges from 20.5 c' to 21.9 c·. 

Rainfall. is mainly concentrated in the month of June to 

September. It is intense in South and decreases in north and 

t-.iest direction. Annual monthlly rainfall varies from 

600.8 mm (Bhavnagar) to 1203.5 mm (Surat) co-efficient of 

variation (c.v) o~ monthly rainfall diff~rs from 130.5 % 

( Bhar·uc-h) tc• 1 :=.:.1. 4X ( Bhavnagar·). It indicates that rainfall 

is more uniform in the Bharuch station in compare to other 
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TABLE MO. 2.2 

Forest Area in Gulf of r.naabhat Region 

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sr. No. Naae of District 

Ahmedabad 

2. !:lharuch 

3. !:lhavnagar 

4. Kheda 

Reporting Area 
frsr Land 
{00 t1ectare} 

8523 

7803 

9789 

6891 

Forest 
'----------------------------' 00 hec:tares 

115 

f454 

310 

100 

l to total 
Report. Area 

1.3 

18.6 

3.17 

- . ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Surat 7762 -1417 18.2 

b. Vadodara 7113 825 10.6 

7. Val sad 5145 1249 24.2 

=========================================================================== 

TOTAL 53686 5470 10.18 

=========================================================================== 
Source ; Statistical· Abstract, 1985. 



station. Secondly rainfall .is. concentrated .in the month of 

June to September. 

(6) Table no. 2.2 reveals that natural 

vegetation is restricted to areas which receive adequate 

rainfall and at the same time agricultur~lly unproductive 

area. Area urider forest coverage .is around 10.18% of the 

total reported area. It is highest in terms of percentage in 

Valsad district (24.2%) while lowest in Ahmedabad district 

( .1.. 3~1.) • Most decidious forests .is found in the Surat 

district. Forest resources of the region have been exploited 
' 

at random and more than half .its forest area has no working 

plan either for .its development ir its explortation. 

(7) SOILS 

The nature and rapidity with which soil is formed depends 

largely on the lithological character of the parent rock and 

the bio climatic environment. The soils once formed, are 

retained distributed and er·oded ' depending on the surface 

configuration of the region. Five types of soils ar~ found 

in this region namely alluiral soil, coastal alluvial soil, 

deep black soil, medium black soil and lateritic soil. 
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2.2 Cultural Setting 

( i ) Population The region is cc•mprises the tc•tal 

population 1,68,92,051 per~on (table no. 2.1). Urban 

population is 39.5% t-ihi le rural population 60. :.::.;•l%. Decennial 

growth rate of the population during 1971 & 1981 has recorded 

highest in the district Surat (39.41%), while lowest recorded 

in Bhaurch district (16.76%). 

The population of the region is not uniformly distributed 

like land fertile soil, greater agricultural 

productivity and higher industralisation have attr-·ac ted 

people to certain.areas. Highest density is in the Ahmedabad 

district (441 pers6n) while lowest~n the Bhavnagar district 

(168 person). The aver-age densi t·y o-f the Gulf region 

recorded 297 person. 

In sphere of urbanisation th~ area is highly urbanised as 

compared to national average. Population living in the urban 

areas is 39.65% of the total population). Highly urbanised 

' district is Ahmedabad, which recorded 71.76% of the total 

population in urban areas. The least urbanised district is 

Bharuch which is having only 18.65% of the total pc•PLil at ion 

in the urban areas. It is due to hilly terrain of the 

district. 



TABLE NO. 2.3 

Transport t~et Work in 6ul f -of Khatbat Region 
31-12-1986 (in E1sl . 

===========================================~=============================== 
Sr. No.: Nate of District Rail~ay lengtn : Per : lenght of : Per 

: Broad~ Metre+ : 100 :Roads- : 100 
: NarroM Gauge : tas : : Kas 

=========================================================================== 

SUJARAT 5700 

L Ahtedabad 412 4.7 3523 40.46 

2. Bharuch 257 2.8 3263 36.10 

3. Bhavnal}ar 387 3.5 32.08 

4. 317 4.0 4023 55.9b 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

c ... 

6. 

7. 

, 

Sur at 

Vadodara 

Val sad . . 

217 

163 

2.8 3733 48.75 

6.3 3396 43.57 

3.1 3450 b5.78 
=========================================================================== 

Total of the Rel}ioli 2242 249b7 

Source·~ Statistical Abstract, Gujarat State (1987-88) 



( i ) 

(.ii) 

Transport and Communication 

It constitute one of the most important imfrastructural 

·facil.ities for supporting productive activi·ties and 

d.is.tribution system and a well developed transport and 

communication system is cun:ial for de··1elopment 

agriculture, industries~ trade, commerce and economy in 

general. Transsport thus plays a vital role in ensuring .. 
sustained economic growth. It also generate large employment 

opportun:i ties. The different modes of Transport in Gujarat 

are roads, railways~ ports and airways. 

Rc•ads: Good roads are precondition for· econc.Hnic 

development and are the main arteries and veins through which 

the stream of economic development and activities flow. 

Total roads in the Gulf of l<hambhat region is 

24,967 Km. (Table no. 2.3). Density wise highest is recorded 

in Valsad district 65.78 Km. per· 100 Km. ¥~hile lowest is 

recorded in Bhavnagar district 32.08 l<m. 

The history of railways construction in the 

began in 1855 with the incorporation of Bombay 

Baroda and Central India Railway Company. Presently the 

Western Railway serves the entire region with different 
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f.Jauge. The region is having 2242 Km of total rail line. 

Highest density of railways per 100 Km is 

dist~ict (6.3 Km.), followed by Ahmedabad (4.7 

in vadodara 

Km.), ~~heda 

( 4. 0 l<m. ) and 

2 
100 ~~Hl. 

lo~ests is in Bharuch district 2.8 Km. per 

Ahmedabad, Vadodara, Bhavnagar are the having 

facility of -air transport. The terminal facilities for 

storage of airtraft and for their fueling are available only 

at Ahmedabad. Air strips are available at Surat and Bharuch. 

Pipeline~ Nature has endowed this region with rich 

fields of oil and natural gas. During the period 1964-65, 

the three pipeline, namely Khambhat - Dhuwaran, Ankeshwar-

Utram, and Ankeshwar - Vadodara were laid movement of gas 

for the use as fuel for fertiliser plant, other industries 

and for household consumption. During eo· s HBJ pipelin'e was 

made for the transportation of natural gas to Jadishpur and 

Bij apw-. 

Pc•r .. ts: Ports play a very important part in the 

development of Trade, Commerce and Industries and act as a 

catalyst for the development of coastal areas and the 

hinterland. 

BhavnagaF". 

This region comprises the intermediate port at 
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Inland Water Transport: It is one of the most energy 

efficient modes of transport and has considerable potential 

in limited areas which have a network of waterways. The 

Narmada and Tapi rivers offer good potential for development 

of inland water transport. 

CENSUS OF .INDIA 

1. Primary Census Abstract, series 5 1981. 

2. dikshit K.R (1971), "Morphological features of the 
Khar 1 ands (Saline vJas tes) of Guj a rat." .Indi~ Journal 
o·f Geography Vol VI, PP 21-28. 

::::.. Shepard, Francis. P (.1963) SLI~T,arine §eology t·-.levl York 

iJ.. 

P-275n 

Gui 1 cheF·, 
Morphology, 

Andre (.1958) Coastal Submarine 
New York P 213-216. 



PATTERNS AND POTENTIALS OF RESOURCES 

The growing importance of geography of resources at 

univere.i ty level· and in the planning of natural resources 

have created a demand for a systematic introduction to the 

:.ubject. The need for considerable planning of natural 

resources of the world is created by two factors: Firstly a 

internal problem of population increasing at a greater rate 

than the means of production •re not able to satisfy the 

increased demand. The burden on land has exceeds its limits 

and unless we create alternatives sources of employment, it 

wil not be possible to divert a portion of population from 

land. Secondly for the planning of natural resources, 

technical knowhow should be developed, so that natural 

resources can be used efficiently. 

Many developed and developing countries of the world are 

facing an ever-increasing pressure of population upon land 

I 

ree.ources, which posses serious problems before the 

administrators and the planners alike. Under these 

circum~tances planning of natural resour~es are the only 

solution to multi pronged agro- economic and socio- economic 

problems. 

Geography of resources is concerned with the utilisation of 

natural gifts in area differentiation of economic phenomena. 
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Resourc~s literally means the description of all the 

accessible and available wealth of the universe. Resources 

are those aspects of mans environment which facilitate the 

satisfaction of human wants and the attainment of social 

objectives. Unused wealth is not real resources, but merely 

a potential sources of the wealth of the nations. Only thus 

resources may become real economic goods or wealth. For 

instance, William J. Baumol(1951) still thinks that natural 

resources have a dominant role in economic growth • On the 

. other extreme, Roy F. Harrod(1948) who refuses to attribute 

any role whatsoever to natural resources in his famous growth 

Third world countries where level of development is 

still very 

importance. 

technical 

low, natural resources are of. considerable 

Most of these countries are laking capital, 

knowhow and enterprise, therefore only limited 

substitution of capital and labour for land and other natural 

resources is possible. Keeping in view these problems of the 

underdevloped countries, W.A. lewis (1955) asserts that the 

level and pattern of de~elop~ent of a country is often 

limited by its natural resources. 

Resources geography deals with conditions on the earth, the 

distribution of people as biotic factors on the surface of 
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the earth and finally the relationship of man to the various 

reso~rces. Man is actively engaged in changing the face of 

the earth, often in an appallingly destructive manner. 

According to Marsh, " man disrupts the fundamental harmony or 

balance of nature 11 (Akirsh 1963). The earth modified by 

human actton is a conspicious fact of historical development. 

Reclamation 

Netherlands 

of marhlands and submerged areas in the 

is cited as the greatest geographical 

transformation that man has brought about on the earths 

surface. According to Zimmermann resources is a means of 

attainment of given ends. 

3.2 Resources 

Resources are generally defined as all those things available 

in mans physical environment on which he depends for the 

satisfaction of some want or the others. In broader sense, 

resources would include the surface of land, which man uses 

not only for habitation but also for farming and many other 

economic activities. 

(i). Resource is Dynamic or Static Concept 

Resource exploitation and conservation is a dynamic concept 

which is usually associated with changing uses of natural 
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resources., causing scarcity at one time and giving the 

_appearance of abundance at other times. The concept of 

resources are not a static or stand still but dynamic element 

e:>tperiencing continuous change and constant evolution. The 

relationship between man and resources is ever changing, it 

is essentially a dynamic and never a static. Resources and 

resistances exist side by side. The degree of technologic'al 

development is an importa~t factors in the solution of the 

problem of the optimum allocation and use of resources. 

Resources are not, they become 

Resources are not, ·they bee c•me so, because of man co-

operation as stated by Zimmermann. He introduced the 

concept of the 'phantom pile' which can be applied to all 

available and useable resources. Any advances in science and 

technology for example that increase production 

increase the " pile" but actually reduce the amount of 

\o'lhich 

pile. 

Zimmermann's" phantc•n pile" is also applied on land- a basic 

resource. Any advancement in agriculture and other 

technology for examplle, that increase yields on land of a 

given qLtality act to increase the "pile". On the other hand; 

practices inimical to the quality of the land, such as those 

allowing erosion and decrease of fertility, essentially 

reduce the "pile". But the law of diminishing returns, which 
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is a very Lmpo~tant economic law is applicable in physical 

and biotic resources. How much land there is to how many man 

is a fundamental consideration in the life of any society, 

not in a simple quantitative sense, but in the man - land 

ratio. A qualitative concept of sociologists that takes 

into account all the human qualities bearing on productivity 

and all the enviornmental aspects, both natural and cultural 

affecting the availability of resources. 

The question of resources arise on account of any or more of 

the following reasons : 

1. Unlimited wants and scarce Resources 

2. Growth of world population and Resources 

3. Scarce Resources 

4. Progress of Human Civilisation 

5. The Role of Scientific progress 

6. Development of Material Culture 

Classification of Resources 

Resources, '' doesnot refer to a thing or a substance but to a 

function,which a thing or a substance may perform. Natural 

resources have been defined as'' all the freely given material 

phenomena of nature within the zone of men's activities'' 

(Ginsburg 1957). A resoursce is demanded because it has the 

power to satisfy the human wants. 
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Resources may• be natural gifts which with a country is 

endowed and others may be man produced. Both of these 

categaries of means constitute the overall resources. 

Depending on whether they are natural gifts or man-produced, 

the resource may, therefore be regarded as natural resources 

and cultural resources. Land, water, air,sunlight, mines, 

oil and gas in the earth are examples of natural resources, 

while the services of produces and consumes goods fall in the 

category of cultural resources. 

In general resources are clas~ified into renewable and non 

renewable resources. Renewable resources are those one which 

man use as much as the desires without a fear that the supply 

ever will be exhausted, such as water resources, air and 

solar heat etc. 

Non- renewable resources are those resources when once they 

are used, they are exhausted forever. They are very scare 

and their supply may be limited in quantity not to be 

replenished when they are used. Iron, coal etc are the 

example of non-renewable resources. 

But in this study, we are more interested to classified 
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resources according to their occurence or spatial 

In such a case resource can be classified into two broad 

categor-ies -

( i) Terrestial Resources and 

(i .i) t"lar.ine Resources 

Resources which are found on land o~ continent called as 

terrestial resources. While resouces are related to oceans 

called as marine resources. Thee.e can be both living and 

non- living resources. These resources may be renewable or 

non- renewable in nature. 

Terrestial Resources 

Human Resources -: 

The industrialisation and mechanisation of the world economy 

have increased the importance of natural resources as a 

factor influencing the distribution of population. India and 

many other developing countries are now passing through the 

phase of population explosion. It is being argued that this 

situation has arisen because economic development in these 

countries have failed to maintain pace with population 

growth. A ccRmtry can hope to .get rid of population 

explosion when the process of industrialisation accompanied 
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by urbanisation become fast and education become widespread. 

Human resources are an important variable in the overall 

efforts of development. Human beings are ends and means at 

one and the same time give meaning and justification to the 

whole ga~Jt of activities. Appendix 1 is highlighting some 

demographic features of the region which are as follows: 

(i) Geographical Area & Population : 

Gulf of Khambhat region occuping 29.26 percent of the total 

geographical area of the state, while contribute 49.5~ 

percent of the total population to the state. Considering 

the population of different districts, Ahmedabad ranks first 

among all the district of the state as well as region and 

accounts fees. 11.37 percent of the total population of the 

state. This is because of the inclusion of Ahmedabad city 

having a population of the 21.59 lakh in this district. 

Kheda is the second largest populated district in the state, 

it constitute of 8.85 percent of the total population. The 

Dangs is the smallest district accounting for only 0.35 

percent of the totsl population of the state. But in the 

region lowest population is of Bharuch (5.51 percent). 

(ii) Growth Rate : 

The decadal growth rate of Gujarat~ during 1971-81 is 

recorded as 27.21 percent which is higher than the all India 
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average 24.43 percent (Appendix II). The corresponding 

figure of growth rate was 29.39 percent during the earlier 

decade of 1961-71. The district wise growth of population 

during 1971-81 reveals that Gandhi Nagar district has highest 

growth rate of population of 43.28 percent. I t is ·f o 1 1 owed 

by Surat district (39.41 percent). Lov1est growth is recorded 

in Bharuch with 16.76 percent. 

(iii) Rur.:"ll - Urban : 

The district wise analysis reveals that Ahmedabad district 

has the highest urban population of 71.76 percent (Appendix 

I). This is mainly due to very high population of Ahmedabad 

city, which is now the Seventh largest city among all the 

cities of the India. Next in order of highest urban 

population is Surat district with 42.76 percent of urban 

popu I atic•n. Lowest urban population is in Bharuch district 

It is due to inadequate infrastructural 

facilities in the town. 

Density : 

The density of population in different districts of Gujarat 

state as per 1981 census '·from 23 persons per sq. Kms to 

443 persons per sq. Kms (Appendix I). The highest.density of 

443 persons per sq. Km is in Gandhinagar district which is 
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also the state capital and is small in area, follO\o'led by 

Ahmedabad district (441 persons per sq. Km) which includes 

the industrial metropolis of Ahmedabad city. Next in order 

is Kheda district 5 having density of 418 persons per sq. Km~ 

which has rich soil and the most fertile tract of 'Charotar·. 

Lowest deMsity of population is recorded in Bharuch district 

(143 persons per sq. Km) which reflects backwardness of the 

district and its large size. 

( v) Workers by Industrial Categories :(1981 Cens0s) . . 
The distribution of population by industrial categories is 

one of the crucial demographic indicators which provides a 

fairly good indication of the economic activities and the 

working force. 

The workers have been classified into nine main industrial 

categories as per 1981 census and is given as under : 

In 
II. 
I I I. 

IV. 
v. 

Cul ti\tator;
Agricultural Labourer 
Livestock, forestry, fishing, hunting, plantation, 
orchards and allied activities. 
Mining and quarrying. 
Manufacturing, processing, servicing and repairs. 

(a) Household industry and 
(b) Other than household industry. 

VI. Construction 
VII. Trade and Commerce 
VIII. Transport, Storage and Communications. 
IX. Other services. 
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Similarly, non-workers have been classified into seven 

categories as under : 

1. Household duties 
2. S_tudent:. 
3. Retired persons or rentiers 
4. Dependents 
~cD Beggars 
6. Inmates of penal~ mental or charitable institutions. 
7. Other non-workers. 

According to 1981 census (Appendix IV) percentage of main 

worker to total population was 32.22 percent. Among the 

region it is highest in the Surat district (39.66 percent). 

It is because of the high percentage of workers in the 

secndary as well as in primary sector. Followed by Bharuch 

district where the percentage of main workers is 37.25 

percent of the total population, which can be attributed to 

high percentage of worker in the primary sector. The 

c 1 assi f i.c:atic•n of main industrial t-lorkers has been 

categorised into three major sectors of economic activity 

namely primary, secondary and tertiary sectors. 

( .l ) Pr· imary Sec tor I + II -1· III 

( 2) Secondary Sector IV + V + VI 

( 3) Tertiary Sector· VII + \/III + IX 

Sectorwise analysis of Economic activityy in the district 

indicates that workers engaged in primary sector is highest 
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in Bharuch district 72.83 percent to total main workers. 

Thu:. it reflects that the concentration of economic 

activities is more in the primary sector. It is lowest in 

Ahmedabad district 

industraialisation 

(26.93 percent) due to high rate of 

and urbanisation process which has 

res.ulted lo'Jor-key-· engaged in secondary sector i.e 36.30 percent 

of the total main workers. 

In the case of tertiary sector~ it is again highest in the 

Ahmedabad 36.78 percent to total main workers. It is becai..1se 

ofthe same reasom as discussed earlier. Lowest percent is 

recorded in Bharuch district due to high dependency on the 

primary sector. 

3.3 ANIMAL HUSBANDARY AND DAIRY DEVELOPMENT 

Animal husbandary plays a very .important role in the 

agricultural economy. This :.ector significant 

employment and income opportunities to small, marginal 

farmers and agricultural labourers. The m~in thrust of the 

development programme for animal husbandary has been as much 

on increasing the livestock products namely, milk, eggs, wobl 

etc., as on upgrading the local strain~ and providing 

suppl imentar·y SC<LirCeS of incc•me tc• the weaker and 

vulnerable asections of the society. 
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(i) Livestock Wealth : 

The main category of livestock in Gujarat state are 

cattle, buffalo, sheep, goat, horse, camel, mule, donkey 

and pigs. HoweveF·, the bulk of livestock population of 

the state and in the region consists of firs~ four 

categorie::-. 

According to 1982 census the total livestock population 

of Gujarat state was 175 lak.hs of which Gulf of Khambhat 

region contribute 50 lakh livestock 6r 28.68 percent of 

the total state livestock. The region comprises 32 

percent of the total cattle population, 39.96 percent of 

total buffaloes, 17.96 percent of sheeps, 30.34 percent 

of goats and 65.72 percent of total poultry of the state 

( Appendi>: v) • 

Districtwise data on livestock and poultry highlighted 

that the cattle population in various district of the 

region varies from 3.89 percent in Ahmedabad to 6.24 

percent in Bhavnagar district. Kheda district with 

13.13 percent of the total buffaloes has the 

number of buffaloes in the state. It is due 

development in the district. Va 1 sad lo'li th 7. 8!:• 

largest 

to dairy 

lakhs of 

poultry has the largest poultry population among all the 

districts and accounted for 21.98 percent of the total 

poultry population in the state. 
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Dairy Development 

Gujarat is on~ of the foremost state in the country in 

the field of dairy develpment. Dairy at Anand in Kheda 

district based on Polson model started its butter 

manufacturing in the year 1915. This dairy was 

established with the special plants obtained from 

Denmark. The Kheda district Co-operative Milk Producers 

Union Limited~ Anand organised themselves for the first 

time in 1948 and started supplying pasteurized 

under the Bombay Milk Scheme. 

milk 

The Anand Milk Union Ltd {AMUL) dairy made a humble 

begining in 1948 wwith the financial assistance from 

UNICEF, government of Newzealand and technical 

assistance from FAO. The milk is supplied to the dairy 

by 895 village Co-operative routies of the Kheda 

District Co-operative Union. The net work ih milk 

collection~ processing, and distribution has been 

acclaimed at the National level. 

The dairy industry in Gujrat has mainly developed in the 

Co-6perative sector and is a effective instrument for 

bringing about socio- economic changes in rural areas 

and ensuring economic upliftment of the weaker section 
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by providing them means of supplementing their income. 

Under the "Operation Flood" programme- I of July 1970, 

six districts of the state were covered in which three 

were from this region namely, l<heda, Vadodara and 

Ahmedabad. Under this prc•gramme, e>:pansion/ 

establishment of dairies, cattle feed factories and 

t ec hn i c: .::1 1 inputs have been provided and this has 

resulted in the increase of the installed capacity of 

dairies covered by the operation flood programme to the 

extent of 8.50 lakh liter of milk a day. 

The "Operat.ion Floc:•d" programme I I st.:1rted in October 

.1980. In Gujrat, 16 district were covered under this 

programme in two clusters. All the seven districts of 

the region were co-.. .. ered under· this scheme. Curently 

"Operation Flood" programme III is in operation. The 
, 

aims of the "Operation Flood' programme is to provide 

remunerative price to rural milk producers by linking 

the producing centres wilth urban consuming areas, 

thereby helping in the enhancement of milk production 

and ensuring supply of quality of milk to consumers. It 

is an integrated programme for dairy development based 

on the Anand model co-operatives. 



3.4 Forest Resources 

The role of the forests and tree vegetation in maintaining 

environmental equilibrium has been well recoganised. They 

assist in the global cycling of water~ oxygen, carbon and 

nitrogen. They level stability to hydrological system 

reducing the severty of floods and promoting the recharge of 

str·eams, springs and groundwater·. Trees keep the soil from 

off t-las:.hing off, mountain• sid~s and sand from blr.)w:i.ng 
' 

deserts. They help to hold top soil on agricultural 

Forests house millions of plants and animals species that 

will disappear if the forests are destt-oyed. 

envit-onmental deteriration out by 

The 

rapid 

industrialisation. In recent it has brought into sharp focus 

the dangers of annihilation facing humanity. 

(i) Economic Aspects of Forests 

Forest play a vital role in the economy. They not only 

supp 1 y timber·, ·fuel , fodder and a variety of other 

products but also have a moderating influence against 

floods and soil erosion and help to maintains soil 

fertility. Several industries such as construction, 

furniture, paper, plywood, matches and tanning depend on 

fc•rests for supply of t-aw matet- ial s. 
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. 
Forests by virtue of their proximity to rural populace 

can play a key role in creating employment opportunities 

The present and future demand for major 

and minor forest produce can be met by providing more 

avenues of employment in the forest sector. The planned 

output of forest products will contribute to the economic 

progress and also create employment opportunitie~ for 

large sections of tribal and other population living in 

Besides checking denudation and erosion in mountainous 

regions and catchment areas of rivers, forests provide 

grass and grazing crops for livestock. It helps in 

preserving ecological and environmental balance. 

E co 1 c•g i c: a 1 1 y the forests of Gujarat c:an be classified 

into three zones. The southern zone lying south of the 

river Narmada is in being the high rainfall region 

supports luxurient growth of valuable timber trees. The 

central zone between Narmada and Sabarmati is in the 

modera~e rainfall region supports ~ medium type of 

forests capable of producing small timber~ fuelwood and 

gras!:.es. The northern zone north of Sabarmati 
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Kachchh and Saurastra penisula is in the semi arid zone 

supports only a scrub of vegetative growth and produces 

mostly grass and some firewood. Gulf of Khambhat region 

mainly comes under the first two zones. 

Types of Fores.t. 

The forest of the region can be classified into the 

following types. 

Moist deciduous forests occur in regions with an annual 

rainfall of over 1200mm. They are found in the 

southern-most portion of the region comprising Surat and 

Valsad districts. These forests are concentrated in the 

eastern portion of these district. These forests form 

the main source of commercial timber in the state. 

Dry mixed deciduous forests thrive in regions with a 

ra.infall between 600mm to 1200mm. These forests are 

found in the central part of the state compri~ing 

Bharuch and Vadodara districts of the region. 

produce teak of 

f i I'" eWC:)Od • 

lol<'l quality, timber, bamboos 

They 

and 

Dry scY·ub fores.ts are fc•und in Bhavnagar district c•f the 

It occurs in the region with less than 600mm 

rainfall, in small patches. 
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Mangrove forests are found in the Ahmedabad district of 

the region, in small patches. 

For administrative purposes the forests have been 

divided into six territorial circles. There are 22 

divisions under si:>: circle=· and divisions under 

Gujarat state forest Development Corporations. 

Table No. 3.1 

====~======================================================== 

Name c··f District Territorial Circle 
=============~================;============================== 

1. Bhavnagar- Junagarh 

2. Kheda Vadodara 

..,. 
·-'. Vadodara Vadodara 

4. Ahmedabad Gandhinagar 

c; ..... Sur at St.wat 

6. Val sad Sur· at 

7. Bharuch Sur at 

Source: Chief Conservator of Forests, Gujarat, 1984. 
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Table 3.2 showing divisionwise forest area reveals that 

the region occupies 27.87 percent of the total forest 

area in the state. Though the state has very little 

forests, it has inherited a rich variety of fauna 

comprising of about 40 species of mammals and 425 

species of birds. The mains sanctuary and national 

in this region are at Nalsarovar 

park 

Bird 

Sanctuary(Ahmedabad), Sloth Bear Sanctuary in Dumkhal 

National Parks(Bharuch) Velavader Black Buch National 

Park(Bhavnagar), and Bansda National Park(Valsad). 

Energy Plantation 

Energy plantation can be defined as one that grows plant 

material for its fuel value. These plants have the 

unique capacity of converting solar energy into biomass 

by a process of photosynthesis. Wood as a find has 

benefits as under: 

(a) It is one of the cheapest fuel both on the basis of 

weight and unit of heat. 

(b) Wood fuel is a renewable natural resource with 

relativ~ly short time cycle. 

(c) No special storage facilities are required and the same 

time it can be stored safely for long periods. 
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Fuel wood has no sulphur content and therefore there 

no air and other population haza~d. 

Table No. 3.2 
Divisionwise Forest area, 1980-81. 

==========~========================;========;============ 

D I V I S I 0 N A R E A (Sq. Kms) 
==============================:========================= 
Surat Circle 

Vyara 

Rajpipala (West) 

Vadodara Circle 

Chhota Udaipur· 

Junagarh Circle 

Bhavnagar· 

Valsad Division 

Total Gujarat State 
% of the area to total 
Forest area of state 

984.9.1 

.1.140.98 

}'f}()" 57 

1001.::.7 

.1..189.28 

::'•4'78 .86 
========================= 

.19657.0.1 
27 .8Tt. 

Source: Chief Conservator of Forest, Vadodara. 

is 
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:::; • 5 Miner a 1 Resources 

1. 

The mineral constitutes the basis for industrial development 

of a region. Its support many basic industries by providing 

rat-J material: .• It is necessary to explore the mineral 

resources system atically and exploit them judiciously, so 

as to get the maximum benefits. Though State is not rich in 

metallic minerals, there is abundance of non--mera 1.1 ic 

miner a 1 !:',. Important minerals are limestone~ magnese, bauxite, 

lignite, guesun, china clay, fire clay, felsbar, dolomite, 

glass, benotonite~ agate, sand, quartz, pipe clay, :.oapstone 

etc. The figures relating to the latest available reserves 

of the important minerals in the state are given in table no. 

Mineral resources can be grouped into the following way. 

Non-metallic Minerals 

(a) 

(b) 

Building Materials such as Building stone, 
cement etc. 

sand, 

Mineral chemicals for example salt 
asbestos, gupsum etc. 

sulphur, 

(c) Gens such as agate, bergl, garent, zirson etc. 

Metallic Minerals :-

(d) The ferro - alloy metals such as iron, 
cobalt, nickel, tugston, magnese etc. 

chromium, 





(e) 
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Non F~rro or Semi 
copper, zinc, 
magnesium etc. 

lead, 
previous metals for 
antimony, aluminium, 

(f) The previous metals ~uch as gold, silver, platinum 
etc. 

The mineral fuels or power resources such as coal, 

petr·oleum etc. 

3.6 Petroleum and Natural Gas 

Petroleum .excercises a deep influences or mo~ern industrial 

civilisation. The discovery of oil and natural gas in 

commercial quantities has raised the states importance on the 

mineral map of the country. The efforts of oil and Natural 

Gas Commission (ONGC) to locate oil and natural gas started 

in the year 1957. In the alluvium covered central area of 

Gujarat, oil and gas in commercial quantity have been found. 

Generally, the depth of occurance of oil and gas is between 

1200 metres to 2000 metres. Some fields have oil and gas at 

higher or lower depth. Ceaseless efforts are continuing in 

terms of seismic survey, geological assessmenti drilling, 

pr·oduc tion and creation o·f infrasr"Lictur·e tc.1 keep pace with 

production of oil and gas. 

The Ankleshwar oil ·field largest procedure of 
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associated gas. The other type of gas, termed as non-

associated' gas, occurs as a free gas and the important 

fields producing such a g~s are Khambhat, Kalol and Sanand. 

The oil of Ankleshwar fields is of good quality yielding a 

large percentage of valuable higher fractions on 

distillat~on. The quality of oil north words deteriorates, 

and the north- west fields of Halol and Lanwa have very 

viscous and heavy oil 

Water Resources 

Water is a substance without which all life on earth would 

per~sh. By its presence in the atmosphere,it tempers the 

sun's heat, the rain that f~lls scours the hills and carries 

the sediment into the river valleys and deltas. The water 

that percol~tes into the rock crust of the earth may 

penetrate to great depth and take part in the formation of 

mineral deposits and emerge in the form of thermal springs. 

In its deeper reactions, it may lower the melting points of 

highly heated rocks and may be discharged as stream during 

volcanic eruptions. In the polar regions 5 water accumulates 

as great ice caps which may influence climatic and 

geographical changes by their increase or decrease i~ extent 

and thickness. Agriculture requires vast quantities of 

water. Water is a vital source of energy and provides 

important means if inland and ocean transportation. The 
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other operations performed by water aie those of erosions. 

The water in the world goes through its own cycle, which is 

knovm as the hydrologic cycle, a sort of circular journey 

from ocean to sky and back to ocean again. The Hydrologic 

system in the largest natural system. But a major part of it 

is in the oceans and seas and this is the water that is 

available in the lakes, rivers and springs and underground 

which provides the main supplies of water for use. The 

utilisable water is approximately only 0.03 percent of total. 

(i} Uses of Water : 

The available water is apportioned for various types of 

requirements in accordance with 'need based' priorities. 

The priority of uses may change from region to region 

and time to time. The following priority of uses is 

normally followed for water planning. 

( i ) Domestic & Industrial use. 

( i i) Irrigation 

(iii) Hydropower. 

(iv) Fl cod contt-ol 

(v) Navigation & Fisheries 

(vi) Pisciculture, wild life preservation~ 
etc. 

Recreation 

sometimes in flood affected regions, f 1 ood cc•ntrol 

might be given higher priorty over irrigation and or 



( l. i ) Water resources can be class~fied broad 

categories o~ the basis of occurances 
/ 

( l ) Surface Water and- (2) 

Surface water consists of rivers, lakes, canal, tank 

etc., Rivers are dominant in the Gulf of Khambhat 

,~egion. \.>Sater· th~t is contained the soil 

I . 

may be derived. from rain water that percol~ted down or 

formation. The water percolat~s down to ~et gathered 

above impermeable layers of rcsk; eventually all the 

poi··e space c.~bove this layers bec1ome saturated with water· 

for-ming 

!o'~hich is the water table. This may smerge at the 

(iii) Sur··f ace \.>Jater· ; 

t·1c:ijor sLn-face ~,-~ater consists o·f r·J.vers and river basins. 

Other source of surface water is dealing in the 

irrigat~on section. 

A large body of flowing water constrained in a channel 

which may be defined as river. The term river is used 

for the main truhk of a.dr•inage system. The catchment 
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Table 14o. 3.4 

Basinwise data on Cultivated and Irrigation Areas for Kajor ·Basin in Gujarat State. 

(in th~usand hectare) 

Sr.No. BASIN : Cultivable : Net so11n : Gross : cropping : tM : Gross ~ Irrigation 
: area : area : so11n : intensity: irriga.: irrigat: intensity 

: area : (t) : area : area · : l 

1. Total 
Sabariati Basin 1548 • 1264 1403 111.00 250 318 127 

6ujarat State 1343 1H!4 1299 1(19. 71 226 285 126 
(88.16! (19.08) 

2. Total Kahi Basin 2210 1598 . 1799 112.58 U!9 270 143 

Sujarat State 806 75(1 836 111.47 102 lbb 163 
{95.(15) {13.60) 

Source ; India's Water Wealth by K.L Rao, Or.ient Long11an ltd., 1975. 



or drainage area from which water is callected into the 

river varies widely from river to river. 

from the catchmen~ flows into the main river through a 

number. of tributaries and subsidary- st~eams. The 

patteni of the:· tF·ibutary system depend on the physical 

characteristies of the area, nature of rocks and "the~r 

ey·c·dibi 1 i ty • The shape of the catchment ~~fluences the 

run off pattern of the river. 

river with a semi 
4 

circular ·catchment~ is high and 

narrow, while in the case of a natrow rectangular 
/ 

catchmerrt, it is broad and'shall~w. 

Sarbarmati Basins :-

Sabarmati river rises in th~ Aravali hills.and has a 

total length of 300 Km in which 120 Km runs into the 

-
Gulf of Khambhat region. The total drainage area of the 

river is 21,674 Km which 48.44 percent (10,500 Km 

in this an?<.'!. Its main tributaries are the Sei, Wakul, 

Harnav, Hathmati and Watrak rivers. 

l'iahi Basin: Mahi river rises in the Vindhyas at an 

elevation of 500 metres and drains an area of 34,842 sq. 

.. .., 
L 2 

Km of which 10.9 percent (3800 Km) lies in the study 

.area. Its length is 533 Km of which 100 Km is in ·this 

t."!rea. The principal tributaries are the Scm, Anas .and 



The river rises near emarkantak in' 

-
Madhya Pradesh at an elevation o~ 900 meter and has a 

total ,._lenrJtt'i o·f 1~a2 Km in ·which 180 Km 1 ies in the 

s. tudy ar·ea. The total drai~age area of the river is 

,., 
./"-

r•, 
.t.: 

98,79b ~::m of t-ihich 9.08 per·cent or 8925 Km in the 

study aF·ea. It ha's a number of falls in the head 

reaches. 

Tap:i. · Ba!:?..:i.n Tapi river rises near Multai in the 

Betual district of Madhya/Prad~sh at an elevation bf 730 

The total length of the river is 724 Km of 

·which 190 Km is in the study area. Iti catchment area 

2 
is 65,145 Km of which 5.8 percent or' 3800 Km is in 

this. r·egion. The important tributaries joining at are 

Purn~, Vaghur, Girna, Bari, Punjhra and Aner rivers. 

' 

River ba~in area of the other important ~iver are as 

-follo~<"ls. Rangola r·iver which ·flows ec.~stward 

,in Bhavnagar district having 1200 sq Km of 

. basin area. Shetrunji which is also eastward river have 

a basin area of 1800 sq. Km in area •. Dhadr::u- Ambica 

which are the w~stward river occupy 3700 and 1700-sq~ km 

of river basin respectively. 



/ 

Table Mo. 3.5 
Surface and Ground Water Resource 

Sr. No Rh'~r Basin Annual Total available Wat~r : Utilisable water. : Water per beet. 

1. 

2. 

.. 

.>. 

4. 

precipita-: ·resource resource of culturable' 
tion {cas): -----------------------:-------------------:: 

Annual Annual · : Surface : Ground 
Surface run: ground : ~ater Water 

: off {thai water re'- : (II hti) : (fl ht) 
charge(1h1! 

T a pi 'including 78 1.97 0.61 1.46 0.406 
Kill! 

Narsada 121 4.01 1.24 Vlb 0.710 

ttahi including 1.18 0.35 0.87 0.253 
Dlladar 

SabartaU 76 0.27 0.27 0.0&5 

Source; Second India Studies- Water, K.C Cbaturvedi, p12 
) 

hnd (usl 

58.40 

68.20 

41.40 
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(iv) Ground ~ater Resources 

.. 
Ground ~ater may be defined as the subsurface water in 

soils and rocks that are fully saturated. Ground water 

is the earths largest accessible store of ·fresh water 

and·. e>:cluding ice sheets and glac'.iers~ have been 

estimated to account for 94 percent of all fresh water. 

Half of this water is held within 800 m of the ground 

surface (Price, 1985) 

A geological formation compris~ng layers of roc!--:.:. or 

unconsolidated deposits that contains =·u ·f f 3_c ien t 

' :.aturated to yield significant quantities of 

/ .. wate~ is known as an a~uifer (Lohme.'\n, 1972). Other-

formatio~s that are much less permeable and can only 

transmit ~ater af much lower rates tham the adjacent 

acquifers are commonly known as aquitards CFr·eeze and 

1979; Price 1985). Most of the major aquifers 

I 
are composed of sedimentary deposits formed from the 

and deposition of other rock~. I n contr-ast ~ 

igneous and metamorphic rocks, formed under conditions 

of high temperatures and p~essures, generally have few 

interconnected pore spaces and consequently have only 

low water bearing capacity. The form of ,an acquifer is 
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determined by the geological conditions. A comnlbn 

dis tine tion, depend.i.nq on the· presence or absence of an 

overlying acquitard or"confining.layer, ii made between 

confined and unconfined acquifers. 

(v) Ccinfined and Unconfined acquifers1 

The upper boundary of the zone of saturation varies 

according to whether the groundwater is confined or 

unccm ·fined. In the case of unconfined groundwater, this 

boundary is normally known as the water table, which is 

defined as the level where the purewater pressure is 

equal to ~tmo~pheric pressure (Lohman, 1972). 

In the care of confined groundwater, the upper boundary 
\ 

, of the ~'Jater body is for·.-med by ii1n overlying less 

permeable bed. The distinction bet~<'ieen unconfined and 

confined g(oundwater is often made b~cause of hydral'.ic 

differenc~s between the flow of water under pressure. 

(VI) · ·Gt"'"ound ~<'later situation in Khambhat region. 

The hyd~ological properties of various rocks in the 

region are described in a summarised way, here under 
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Archaean and Proterozoic r~cks -

These are 1ound in extensive areas in.Baroda and Kheda 

district. Because of their very. poor porosity and 

permeability these.rocks viz. gnesses, schists, phvuites 

quartzites and metamorph6sed igneous intrusives do not 

form good acquifers. In only favourable localities where 

sufficient w~athered zone o~curs and/or fractured and 

rock~ occur~ dug wells, dug cum bored wells and 

borewells are feasible. 

Deccan 'trap are essentially basaltic lava flows 

' . 
consolidated with a general horizontal to ~ear horizontal 

disposition, over a very wide area. From the ground 

water'poiht of view these are promising. The thickness 
; 

of traps is more than 1000 m in the Khambhat region. 

Tertiary formation are exposed between Narmada and Tapti 

rivers in parts of Bharu~h and Surat di~trict. It is 

made of sandstone~ shales and limestones .with gravel 

exceeding 100 m in thick~ess. The water in these rocks 

is mostly br~ckish ~o saline, moderate discharges could 

be obtained from shallow tubewells. 

Quaternary-formations includes millolite "limestones, the 

alluvium and aeolian deposits. Their thickness in the 
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Khambhat basin is estimated to be of the order of 700 m. 

In the southern part of the region the alluvium overlies 

mostly the basalts and the Tertiary srediments. Ifs 

thickness varies from a few metres near the rock 

75 m in lower reaches. The quaternc:.1ry 
I 

sediments vary in character and composition ~n the 

Khambhat basiri. These are predominantly composed of 

silt and sand with Kankar. Towards the hilly 

boulders 

etc, incr·eases. Such areas formi0g ~he piedmoint 

from 10 to 20 km from the hills into the 

basin. Grouhd water in the alluvium occurs under water 

table conditioni in the shallow depths. In. deeper 

hori~ons it occurs under se~i- confined to confined and 

flowing artesian.conditions. 

\II I Ass.essmen t o·f pr·esent and ultimate requir·eme.nts o·f 

-ground water: (Appendix VI and VII) 

The G~ound Water Estimation Committee has recommended 

that 15 percent of the total ground water resources be 

kept reserved for drinking and industrial uses. The"se 

estimates of demand for drinking and indus.trial uses 

· shr.::<uld· be revised a·f1:er· ever·y• CE•nsus. Districtl<'iise 

potentia} is Cr.:ilculated in the Appe>:. VI I. 
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The study area crunprises 9316.51 MCM/Yr of total ground 

The highest percentage to total ground 

water resources in a· region is in Surat district (~1 

percent), folldwed by Kheda (17.2%) and Bhaynagar (14.3%) 

There are high due to nature of soil, rock strata~ and 

.dr·ainage pat tern o·f r· iver·s. Lo~e~t percentage .; "' .JI.. ·-· 

recorded 9 percent in Bharuch district. 

Provision for drunestic & industrial uses are calculated 

from the tota1 ground water resources. It ha=· been 

mentioned in the column number third of. the Appendix no. 

VI, VII. 

Utilisable g~ound water resource are being comput~ted 

' from the total ground water resource which is 85 

peA:ent. It is decribed in the column number fbur. 

Gross draft and net draft are given in column number 

f.i\le ·.::md si>: · r:..•f the (Appendi>:- VI, VI I). ' 

Gross draft i~ calculated by looking into account the 

var·iou~:;. indicators. !:-LIC: h as the rainfall and 

I imf i 1 teration o·f water· into the sc:li 1, _horse po!<-ler of the 

pumps, number of wells and dur~tion of pumping hours. 

Net draft is calculated with the gros~ draft and it is 

~i>:ed to 70% of the gross draft. It is indicating the. 



total quantity of water which is drafted from ground 

\<'Ja ter tc.'lble. 

Balance is worked out from the utilisable groundwater 

resources .minus net draft. It is given in the 8th 

~olumn of the table~ 

Land · r:rf g_r·oLmd watet- development is co_mputed in the 

percentage terms with the following formula : 

Level of ground water Net draft 
development - --------------------- X 100 

.it-r igation 

Utilisable ground 
Water resources · 

requirement ~s estimated by the 

groundwater commission in taking into account various 

parametrs for each district. It · is varying -fr·om. 

district to district. But it is fixed for all 

talukas of the same district. 

Irrigation potentia~ created 
in ha. 

Net irr-igation 
requirr~ment (n:l) 

Ground Water balance = Utilisable ground water - Net Draft 
resources (ha. m/yr) · (ha. m) 

Balance irrigation potential = 
from ground ~ater ha. 

·around Water Balance 

Net irrigation requirement 

the 
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Ultimate irrigation = 
potential· ·from ground 
\o'latet- haft 

74 ) 

' Irrigation potential + Balance 
created. in ha. irrigation 

potent<ial 
frr.)m ground 
water· ha •. 

Level of ground wate~ development. 

The level~ of ground water development -for phre~tic 

( con·f ined) acquifers are calculated for each districts 

It is 17.62 percent for the Gulf of 

Khambhat region which is lovJer- than the state C\verage 

(30.81 percent). Among d~stricts ~t varies from 37.06 
I 

percent in Bhavnagar district to 9.73 p~rcent in Bharuch 

I~ basically depends on the utilisable ground 

Because net 

.i=:. high 418.92 percent in i:.he 

district,which has resulted in high degree of ground wate 

development., 

I 
Taluka wise study ~f ccmfined acquifers reveals that the 

levels of ground water development ranges from 53.95% 

in Bhavnagar taluka t~ 3.20% in the Vagra ~aluka of 

Bh~ru~h ~istrict. 

The .study of unconfined aquifers is g~ven in the 

App~ndi:>: VI. This includes both the district and taluka 

" 
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wise study. It rev~als that irrigation potential 

created in ha is highest in Bhavnagar distritt· 32.3 

lowest in Bharuch district 3.9% • It is . 
be~ause half cifthe district of Bhavnagar fails in the 

scarcity area. Thus more. water should be drafted from 

the gr·ound water· n:?sow··ces to lneet the dr·inking and 

While the ultimate irrigation potential from gr'ound 

~~''ater is ma>:imum in Sur·at district (21.6%) at·,d lol>'~e'st in 

Bharuch district (7.3%). This shows the maximum limit 

of ground water which can be exploited. 

Talul-:.awise :.t.udy has also been done on the <:.-arne line. 

Net irrigation requirement is a fi>:ed value for all 

' taluka of a same district. Ultimate irrigatic:n1 

potential from ground water is calculated" for all the 
' 

coastal talukas of the study·region. This value is the 

sum of i~rigation potential created and balanc"e 

"irrigation potential from grdund water. This value . i:. 

highest in Navsari taluka 73528 ha. arid lowest in Hansot 

taluka (3724 ha.). These value are also shown in map~ 

Last column of the table is highlighting the additional 

number of well~ feasible for 100 percent lev~l of ground 

water development. 
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Based on the resource estimates~ large ground water 

potential is still available for ~evelopment in the state 

cd' Guj a rat. The growth rate of ground water development 

for irrigation has considerably reduced in the last few 

years~ which is broadly due to high increase in the 

c.:1pi tal costs of the ground .t-1ater abstraction 

!'.:',·tn.IC ture!: .• Altho~gh the ground water irrigatio~ is 

·less expensive and less time consuming, it is felt that 

a -fanner utiU,.,sing the facility of flow irrigation gf::~t5'. 

water- at a heavily subsidised rate. Gro(md wa tei'-

i.r-rigat:ion a}e.c• neede. to be SUb!:-Cribed if t.he natic•nal 

objective of harnessing the .entire ground 

resource is to be achieved by 2005 A.D. 

Irrigation 

The economy of any region is largely based on agriculture. 

TR~s the development of agriculture plays a pivotal role in 

economy. lt is therefore, nece$sary to have improved and 
/ 

efficient agriculture. Secondly, the standing crops are also 

reguired to· be ~rotected from the uneven and at times 

.inadequate rainfall. This can be done by e>:tending 
I 

irrig~tion facilities which wciuld provide the farmers with 

assured and timely supply of water. Irrigation water is the 
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e<.nd m~jor input necessary to increase the 

agricul·tLwal productivity, at·least so far as it has the 

potential to increase the cropping intensity. 

Proportion of gross area irrigated shot«m varies 

from district to distritt (Appendi~ VIII). While this 

percentage is highe~ in the gulf D~·.Khambh~t region. (25.83%) 

to states average (25%). It is highest in the Kheda district 

followe~ by Bhavnagar district (27.09%), and 

Vadodara district (25.34%). It is lowest in Bharuch district 

(9.~·rl.}n 

The m~jor source of irrigation is wells (including tubewells} 

which contrib~ted 67.8% of the total area under irrigation in 

the ye.::u- 1983-·84 ,. which i'U:I5· lol'ler than the state avet-age 

"79 a 2~~ a Districtwise analysis of area i~rigate~ by different. 

source of irrigation. reveals that ~anal in-igation 

signi·ficant in Ahmed~bad, Valsad, Bharuch, Surat and 

Bhavna~ar di~trict where it varies· from 40 percent to 33 

·percent. · But even t.he prime importance is given to lo'#ells 

irrigation. It is h~ghest in Vadodara district ( 92. 8~1.) ' 

followed 'by Kheda (65.5%) and lowest 52.5 percent in Valsad' 

distr·ict. 

. 
The sh.::n·e of t.:~nk frrig~tion and other source is low a c: -· 4.1 
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and .34% respectively in· the study area. Talukawise study of 

irrigation by source is given in ippendix VIII. This study 

reveals s6me important features • 

. -
Some costal taluka of the region is 100 percent irrigated by 

the well i.e. Dhandhuka (Ahemdabad· district), Jam Busar 

(Bharuch district) and Padra (Vadodara· district). These 

·areas are rich in gn::rundwate·r: res.oL\rces and well::, irrigation 

'are mon? economical .than other sour·ce o·f irr·igation. It also 

higH hights availability of high water lable. This area is 

. ckained by Bhf.,'ldar, t·1c.1hi and Dhudl·1ar· rivers. Percentage of 

wcills irrigation is lowest in Navsari (1 percerit), Char~s~ (3 

percent), an~ Olpad (7 percent). 

Canal irrigation per hectare to net 'irrigated area is highest 

in th~ Charasi and Navsari talukas with 96 percent each to 

net irrigated area. These talukas are ~rrigated with Tapi 

~t is followed by Olpad (9.1 

per·cent), Talaja (75 percent), Khambhat (69 percent) .·and 

Gandevi talukas (52 percent). 

,. 
·Tank irrigation 1s prominent in Amod talukas where its share 

\. to net irrigated ~rea is 65 percent. Th.is area is dr·ained by 
' ,, . ' 

the river Dhadhar followed by Pardi talukas .which is drained 

by river· Par·. 
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The ap~endix VIII also reveals th~t percentage of not 

i~rigated to net sown area is highest in Olpad talukas (70.25 

perc:er"s t) to lowest in Vagra taluka {.07 percent). It is 

depends on the condition of land~ drainage pattern and land 

use patiern, which varies from taluka to taluka. 

Gujarat is one of the State with limited ~ater resources. 
' 

Basinwise studies have revealed that only 21.6 maft. of water 

can eventually be harnessed in the state the ultimate 

irrigation potential of 53.05 lakh hectares available in. the 

state through major, medium and minor irrigation including 

groL\ndwater· resour·ces. The ir-r-igatior·, potential o·f 2B.80 

lakh hectares "(54 percen~) has-been harnessed so far, whereas 

the har·nessin<] of groundwater resources is as much '-"<= ... ~:::> 89 

percent of the ultimate potential. The harnessing \of 

~urface water resources is only of the order of 36 percent of 

the ultirrlate potential. With a ~rratic pattern of rainfall 

and due to n?su 1 tan t und?r·taintees in agr· icu 1 tur-a 1 

pr6duction, the need far an integrated approach towards. land 

and water has been felt. The entire approach to the soil and 

water- conservatiori programme has now been changed to 

watershed approach in order to reap the benefits of erosion 

contral·and water conservation. 
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3. 9 Mar.ine Resources 

No one- can deny the fact that-cer_tain min+:;'ral 

land are getting depleted. Demand. and competition for these 

resources are on an upward ~piral as more and more countries 

industr· .i a l.i se. Due to these cond.i tions, ·man is beir'lg __force.d 

to tov1ard the sea where miner,a 1 resources have been 

virtually untapped. Marine re~ources is d~fined as all types 

use" r·esourr.::e:. LU1der and r.::•n the seab~d in the water 
I 

itse.lf and on the water's surface (Cal berg 1982}. The 

coastal zone areas and seas have traditionally been used for 

fishing and shipping. 

During recent years the marine environment and 

resources have attracted other interests. Conflicts between 

dif·fer-·ent types of ,utilisat-ion have become C:\pparent and • have 

intreased the need for knowledge about the marine environment 

-a~ well as planning for the use of sea areas. 

Tht:? coastal zone plays a key role in marine life. 

Photosynthesis is gr·eater here than in the ope[\ :.ea. It. is 

here that several animal species.have their reproduction and 

growth areas, including those. that normally I":i.ve in the 

open sea. But above all it is in the coastal zone that there 

i"" an incr-·easing interest concerning the utilisation of 

marine resources. 



Table Ko. 3.6 
Districtwise inforliation of crafts and tackles, 1982 Census 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· . ' 

Sr. No. : Nate of District : Mechanised : Kon Mechanised : Total : %of : Total Nets : Z of 
: Boats · : Boats ' · : Boats : total : : total 

------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------~---------

Total Gujarat 6641 10567 512800 

1. AGhaedabad 2 2 .04 491 .17 

2. Bhrauch 1095 1095 24.96 73930 ·25.90 

3. Bhavnagar 2 32 34 .77 463(1 h62 

4. Kheda - 2 2 .04 2872 .87 

5. Sur at 864 864 19.07 119531 41.'1 

b. Vadodara 339 7.7 12811 4.49 

1. Val sad 910 1140 2050 46.7 71140 24.93 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------. . 

914 4386 100 285405 

{ 23.3 ·) 52.3 J I 41.5 l ( 55.6 I 
·--------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------

Source: Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Government of Gujarat~ 1985. 
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Resoun::e-s ar·e o.f two basic types: the renewable and non 

renewable and ~ould be fl_tt-thet·· c:lass.ifi£:>d 1-'lit.h specific 

re·ference to the natur·e of a resource. Both renewable and 

non renewable resources are available in large qua~tities in 

the ocean. 
' . Presently most of the fish catch come fro~ off 

• A~ia, the production level being 73.4 million metric tonnes. 

It is well known that hydro-carbons b~ for the most valuable 

found in \leF·y substantial quantiy, under the bed of the e.ea. 

As and 20 ~ercent of the worlds petroleum products come from 

sea and may reach 50 percent by th~ year 2000 A.D., waves and 
"I 

current, besides other like thermal difference, s-alinity· 

gradient etc could become immense source of energy. This. 

w~ll alsti be useful for the multipurpose economic development 

. c•f tt-le poor~ ·trc.;p.ical and sub tF·op'ica.l countries, which is 

lacking hydrocarbon ~eposit, provided appropriate tee hncl 1 ogy 

is available ~o them. 

'' 

Sea ··floot .. mineral· ·deposits include all uncons.ol idated 

sediments lying on the floor. Present commercial production 

c ompl'" i ses of sands., gravels, limeshells ·and 

relat~v~ly small quantities of tin, titanium an& iron. 

Potential sea floor·mineral resources are~ how~ver, immense 

and comprises of both oozes and clays, phosphorites and 
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magnese nodules, and the newly discovered pc•l ymetall ic 

sulphides and cobalt crusts. 

Resources of the Indian coasts can be classified under tv~o 

(A) Living Resources 

(B) Non- living Resources 

A Living Resources~ The upper most layer'of 100m of the 

sea is the zone of maximum importance to man kind for 

the exploitation of natural living resources. Thi!:. is 

the zone where most of photosynthesis occurs. It forms 

about 1.8 percent of the world ocean. Presently· 50 

percent' of the worlds fi~h catch !~obtained from this 

znne. The region occupin~ this zone are either fairlV 
' 

close to the coast or in very·fertile • areas o·f the 

coastal and offshore upwelling reginns (Qasim S.Z,1983). 
I 

With the 200 mile exclusive economic :<:one' India has 

·jurisdiction over the living resources in approximately 

5,87,600 nautical miles of the Indian Ocean. Some 

important resources are fish, sea mangroves, 

cor· a l r·ee·f s and· mar ict.vl tLw·e etc. 
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Fisheries 

Fishes occupy nearly every available acquatic habitat. Fish 

ar·e a vital source of food~ espec.ially in countr·ies like 

Japan~ Norway, Sweden etc. Fish are rich in animal proteins. 

In addition to use as human food~ large quantities bf fish and 

shell fish are used in the maunfacture of by prod~cts. 

Fish whale ~nd other marine animal oils have a large number 
I 

of industrial uses. The~ are used in th~ treating of leather 

and in the manufacture of soap~ paint~ printing .ink, 

linoleum, oil cloth, lubricants and greases and many other 

products. 

Gujarat is a major ~aritine state of India t-li th ·.a long 

coastline an~ accounts for about 1600 km or '25 percent of 

countt-ys. tota·l coastline. It produces 15 percent of the 

total marine fish product~on of the country •. In ·addition~ 

the state has excellent resource~ for developing inland 

fishries. These ~eaources include village ponds, major 

several major, medium and minor irrigation dams / 

check darr;s /r·es~rvo.ir· estuarine ar·ea=., lo!o'~ lying saline mar·shy 

lands and.man grone swamps. 
/ 

These afford e>:c:ellent scope 

for .inla~d fish capture and culture tisheries, estuarine fish 

culture and breakish water fish farming. 
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The Gulf of Khambhat region contributes the 32.16% or 525 K.M 

of total c6astline of the state. Districtwise 

information of crafts and tackles (1982) highlighting· 

(TableNo. 3.6) that the region comprises 23.3. percent 

' mechanised and 52.3 percent of non~mechanised boats of the 

state. It is highest in Val sad district which sharing 46.7 

percent of the total region. The region also occupies 55.6 

percent of- the total nets of t~ state. It is highest in 

Su~at _ (119531) followed by Bhaurch district (73930). These 

infrastructural facilities "indicates the development of 

fisheries in these region. 

According to the fish~ng department survey Appendix IX Gulf 

of Khambhat regioQ covers 56 out of 100 fishing 
I ' 

talukas of 

the state. This area occupies 36 percent of marine fishing 

village, 87% of fr•shwater fishing villages and 93 percent 

estuarine fishing village of the state. Marine fishing 

vi~lages are highest in Valsad district which constitute 45.6 

percent of the region. Surat account for 42 percent of the 

fresh wa~er villages in this regio~ while Bharuch r~nks tap 

(44.7%) in estuarine villages in the region. 

Population engaged in fishing and·related occup~tion is given 

in appendix X. This indicates the talukawise 

. . 
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' papulation of coast of the region. Three talukas namely 

Umbergaon, Valsad and Navr~si constitute more than 50% of the 

t6tal fishing population o-f the t-egion.· 

The main objectves of fisheries development .iri the current 

' plan is in the marine s~~tor to incre~sed. production, 

organisation of intensive asses~nent surveys and optimum 

exploitation of marine resources. 

Gujarat, with a long coastline, has rich 

marine fish resources. Nost of the prese~t fishing is 

confined td near shore water upto about 50 m depth. The 

coastal belt of Gujarat provides a large humber of tidal 

l'·oc:ks and low layin~ potential -r~sources. f<!ost important 

commercial 1 varities of fish include~ Bomfrets, Bombay duck, 

Dhoma, Indi~n Sahnon, Hika, Goldara, Mullet, Labsters~ Seer·, 
, . . 

Fish Perch, Pr~wn, Silver bar, eel etc. 

The· Gujar~t fisherie~ Aquatic Sc~ence Research Station and 

Okha has undertaken various research projects to contribute 

to tht:? .increase o·f ·fish pr-oduction o·f n:ar· pecu·l, ecysters, 

window pane oyst~rs; see weed culture and to develop 

exportable and commercial varities from various marine fish 

pr·oduc: ts. 

I 

There are three agencies ~hich have pioneered surveys on 
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f i shet- ies re!:.C•Lirces. These are the Deep Sea f i!:.hing 

Organisation, the integrated Fisheries Project (Nanda J.N, 

1983). The FAD hav~ estimated that Indian ocean .surface 

fishery has potential yield of skipjack of around 3,00,000 

tonnes per annum. 

Irll and FisheF·ies · The river systems of Narmada, Tapi, 

Nahi, Sabarmati, Ambica,-Par, Damanganga, Dhadhar, Bhadar, 

Shetrunji and per·enmal \tillage tank c1nd along ~>'lith other· 

small rivers and sweet water swamps form rich potential 

resources for development of inland fisheries. The important1 

species o·f inland fish catch an? catfish,. hika, mullets, 

catla, sohu, llH"igal, pr·aneos, hering!:., 'pen:he!:. etc.· 

Keeping ib the vie~<"l of potentiality of resources available 

for i~land fish culture, arions produttion oriented and 

employment g~neration programes have been formulated. These 

includes intensifying survey of brak.ish water with scientific 

appr·oach in fish culture establishing more fish seed. 

production farms, nurseries and improving village t~n~s, 

ponds.and reserviors for au~menting fish production. 



Table No. 3.8 
Distrlctwise Production of Inland Fish 

{ in tonnes l 

Sr. No. : District Nate 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1988-89 

Guiarat State 15651 16343 17331 22314.8 
, 

L Ahmedabad 3(15 2388 3473 98-3 
I 2.06 l ( 15.5 l I 21.0 ) ( 5.8 ) 

2. Bharuch 8976 8896 9686 11148 
( 60.8 l I 57.7 ) ( 58.6 I ( 66.5 ) 

3. Bhavnagar 2 35 
.01 l ( .2 I 

4. f. lied a 386 356 588 1629 
( 2.6 ) I 2.3 ) ( 3.5 l ( 9.7 ) \ 

5. Sur at 830 1056 914 1493 
I 5.6 ) ( 6.8 I ( c c 

"''t) i (' 8.9 I 

6. Vadodara 4133 2597 1628 1168.6 
( 27.9 I { 16.8 l { 9.8 ) { 6.9 ) 

1. Val sad 134 135 230 293. 
( .9 I ( ~87 l ( 1.4 l ( 1.7 ) 

================================================================= 
14766 15428 16519 16749.6 

( 1(1(1 ) ( 'lQQ ) { 1(1(1 l { 1(1(1 I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

94.34 94.4(1 95.31 75.06 

-
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----
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Table'No. 3.7 

Total Fish Production in Gulf of Khambhat Region 
/ . 

in tonne=:. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------. . 

Year- Inland !'1ar- ine Total : %Gr-owth : % to total· 
Rate : state.pr-od. 

-----------------------------------------~-----------~-------------~--

1978·-79 14766 5624 20390 ~c2 

1979-80 .l.~S428 :7383 22811 11.8 10.2 

1980--81 16~"H9 10011 26531.) .16. 3 11.23 

1988-89 16749· 2~c~c34 42283 ~c9 • ~57 9.69 

====================================================================== 
Gujar-at Fisher-ies 1978-79 to 1988-89~ 
Government of.Gujar-af, Gandhinagar. 

Commissiones of Fisheries, 

Production Tr-ends : Gulf of Khambhat region has contributed 

to 52 perce~t'of total fist production of the state in year 

1978-79 (Table no. 3.7)~ It is having decreasing tr-end over 

. 
peritid of time. The percentage has declined to 10.20 percent 

in the year 1979-80, 11.23 percent in the year 1980-81 and 

9. 6'::r per·cent_ in the year·. 1988-89 

\ 
Growth of fish production of the study region is highest 16.3 

percent per annum in the year 1979-80 to 1980-81. It is 

' merely 59.37 percent during the period 1980-81 to 1988--89. 

Thu::. the grot-ith 1··ate a 1 s.o tr·end to be on decr·eas .. i'ng trend. 



T A B l E H 0. 3.9 

.District~ise ltadne Fish Landing in Gulf of Khaebhat Region 

1978 - 79 to 1988 - 89 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

Sr. l District Nate I 1978-79 l ~97'1-80 1980-81 19!H-82 1982-83 1983-84 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 I I I 
) 

tfo. I I 
I v 

----------------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------------------------------------

6ujarat State 22997 206149 ·218!172 220607 . 192669 2232Cf0 315938 327560 414075 

L Ahaedabad 

2. 8hrauch 1694 1158 1701 1293 1105 2592 1425.8 1879 1912 
{30) {15. 7) (17) (1L31 (8.9) (15.2) (8.6) {7.4) (7 .4) 

3. Bhavnagar 424 8"'1 L .. 1249 760. 1155 1824 737.3 1203. 1250 
(7.5) {11.1! {12.5! {6.6) (9.3) (10. 7l (4.4) (4.71 (4.9) 

4. Kheda 280 251 343 366 1108 1824 993.6 843 2315 
(4.9) . (3.41 {3.4) (3.21 (8.91 (10. 7l (6.0) (3.3! (9.0) 

5. Sur at 844 797 1212 tm 1127 1255 -HI57.8 1008 1531 
(15) (10.81 (12.1) (11.6} (9.1) (7.4) (11.3) (3.9) (5.9) 

b. Vadndara 

7. Val sad 2382 4355 5506 7695 7847 9542 11444.8 20554 18526 
(42.3} (59) {55) (67.2) (63.6) (56.0) (69.5) (80.6) (72.5) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total 5624 7383 ~QOH 114>18 12342 17037 16459.3 25487 25534 

(100) {1001 (l(lQ l (1M) {100) {100) (1QQ) {100) (1(10) 

24.4 3.57 4:57 5.18 6.4(1 7.62· 5.2 7.78 6.16 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sujarat Fisheries 1978-79 tn 1988-89, CoMmissioner of Fisheries, Snvernaent of Gujarat, Sandhi Na9ar. 
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Pt-oduc tion of 'In 1 and ·fish is given table no ~5 .8. The region 
. 

constitute ar·ciund 90 percent nf. the state production during 

teh perind 1978-79 to 1980-8i. BJt in the year 1988-89 · it 

constit~te only 75 perc~nt of the state production. 
' 

due to the sudden decline in the productinn of Ahmedabad 

district. ·Bharuch was leading in fish production during 

1988-89 with 66.5 percent to the total productinn in the 

region followed by Kheda ('9.7%)~ Surat (8.9%) and Vadodara 

Marine fish landing (Table no. 3.9) constitute 5 to 7 percent 

of the state productinn in the region during the period 

1986--87 ·-r.o 1988-89. Vr..'\lsad ttlas. domina·ting in thE· marine fish 

productilnn .with its share 69.5 to 80.6 p~rceot in the same 

period. The region is having increasing trend from year 

1986 t<:) 1989" During the perind. 1986-87: tn 1987-88 it 

achieved 54 percent of per annum growth rate while in 1987-88 

t6 1988-89 the growth rate was only .18 perc~nt per annum. 

In the year 1986-87 maximum landing. was in Valsad (69 

percent) followed by Surat (11.3%) and Bharuch (8.6%). But 

during 1988-89 situ~tilon has changed. Valsad remains the 

s<.'line position \o'li t.h 72.5% of the total pr·nduction 'nf the 

!egion but.Kheda with 9.0% was secon~ and finally Bharuch 7.4 

per-cent. 
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Brakish, Water Fish Fa~ming : As per the report of the 

national Commission on agriculture Gujarat has about 3.67 

lakh ~ectares of coastal fallow lands which has varying 

?egr·ee?s t:•f potential fo1~ bF·akiE?,h l,oJater~f:.\.sherie?. The state 

ranks second only to W~ Bengal in vastness of the area. The 

survey indicated 132 sites in the state. The state initially 

took -up the work of establishment of some pilot scale 

brackish water fish farms. The farms ' envisaged were . Under 

three different agr-climatic conditions. The~e are located 

Talaja and Navsari talukas in th~ stat~. Some 

other· sur-·vey · ,,\o'ias done by MPEDA Cochin and CICEF Ba.ngalc•re 

with the intention of s~tting up a regicmal pi J. ot. seale 

farms. The potential area available is about 
' 

::.ooo ha. and 

the area wh~re micro Burvey is done is 1300 ha •. The area 

which i~ saline-land can be develop as B~akish-water fish 

culture and may be feasible in future With availability of 

fresh water through irrigation ~anals. 

:::; .1.1 Marine Energy 

The ocean is a store of energy due to solar- influx. The 

·ocean ~hich covers about 71 percent,of earths ~urface ~cts as 

a natur-al collectc•r of solar energy. Thus~ the oceans has an 

enormous potential to supply energy in many di~ferent ways. 
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The major advantages of oceanic energy is that lit is 

renewable and continous through out the year, pollution-free 

For remote islands ocean· 

energy will be the most important form of alternative energy 

since it comes from the immediate vicinity. 

The forms is which the ocean energy could be tapped are: 

01:ean Therma 1 Energy, Wave Energy, Tidal Energy, Salinity 

gradient energy, Offshore wind energy, energy from marine 

currents and en~rgy from marine bio-mass~. 

i Ocean ,Thermal Energy Conversion : It is the most 

~mportant form of oceanic energy. for a co~ntry like 

India having a long coast line of tropical waters. The 

principle behind OTEC is quite simple. It utilise the 

temperature diffe~eDce existing between warm surface of 

sea water around 28 c and the cold deep sea water of 

fS\ 
aTound . ::;.· ·to 7' c, which is available at depth o·f:.>· ·soo 

to 1000 m in tropical waters. 

India is having more than 3 lakh sq. kilometr-es of 

water in the exclusive economic zc•ne (EEZ) 

where ~ufficient temperature gradient exists throughout 

the year. The OTEC plant locations are ~round Laksh 
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Andaman and Nicobar isla~ds~ The total OTEC 

p<.')tenti<3.1 around India is estimated to be more than 

50~000 MW which is about 150% of our total installed 

power. generating capacity. The urgent thrust is 

develop OTEC technology indivenously. 

The incessant motion of sea surface 

in the form of wind- waves con~titute -a source of 

energy which is continually being replenished. Ab<:lUt 

the incoming energy from sun is 

converted to wind eneFgy. Part of the energy · from th 

winds is transferred to sea surf~ce resulting in the 

generation of waves. This energy is carried ·to 

coastlines throughout the world where i~ is dissipated 

as the waves break. If this energy can be tapped and 

used economically it can provide a sizeable portion of 

world e8ergy needs. 

The Indian coast of around 6000 Km in·length have the 

wave en~rgy potential in aproximately 60,000 M.W. But 

the \l'la\'e ener!Jy potential e:\lc•ng the Indian cc•asts iE· 

not as high as in the northern latitude countries. 

Th~refore a wave energy system purely to ~enerate 

electricity from the waves may not be commercially 

viable in the near future. 
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T id<·:tl Energy . . Tidal power development ha!? gone 

through long ~tages of development and two tidal power 

F.ir~t is Rance. plant .in France and secc•nd is at ~::.isla·:,o'a 

l.uba I in USSF:. A tidal range of 3 -to 4 meter in 

considered viable for installing a tidal power plant. 

The tc•tal tidal r·e~.ot.!f"ces c•f. the oceans t{ave been 
. . 

estimted at 3 x 106 megawatts, of which only 2 percent 

is iuitable for harnessing. 

There are quite a few sites in India suitable for tidal 

pov1er development but all thes:.e .. :.ite:. are clustere.d in 

two or three areas only. -Ac~ording to the st~dy 

conducted in 1975 by an UN experts, Wilson 

indicated a theoretical possibility of ~nstalling very 

power station.in the Gulf of 

Kutch and smaller· pc•l>'iet- stations in ·sunderbans area. 

Installed capacities of about 7300 MW, 1000 MW and 15 

the Gulf o·f Khambhat~ ·Gulf of Kutch 

Sunder· ban areas respectively ~re 

\ 

estimated costs (.1975) 

possible. 

are F:s. 

arid 

The 

1925 

Rs 600 Crores and Rs. 15 Crores respectively. 

The Gulf of Khambhat scheme may ~equire a barrage of 40 

m height and about 30 Km long. The 7300 MI~J plant at 
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Gulf of Khambhat~ if installed~ will be abl~ to 

contrib~te about 20% of India's installed power 

capacitiy. Realising the great potential, 
I 

GUjarat 

state elettricity board and Department of Ene(gy, 

Government of India have jointly taken up a detailed 

project study in collaboration with Electricity de 

France, the pioneer who built the Rance plant. An 

important wind generator has been installed 
\ 

' 

for the 

first ~ . c1me in India to operate a light a light hou~e at 

Kanai Greek (Gujarat) with a power output of 300 watts. 

iv The energy from salinity Gradient is represented by the 

osmotic pressure difference between the sea water 

and the fre•h water which is ve~y high. In India 
' 

Sunderbans and other deltaic and esturine points are 

potential places for generation of .energy from the 

salinity gradient in near future. 

v The magnets hydro-dynamic generator (MHD), uses 

geotropic currents and' len~ strip that is wound with a 

flat wise~ the following current produces an eletric 

current produces an electric current of 5 m holm. 

vi Marine Biom~ss while wet, undergoes anceroebic 

decomposition, th~re by producing gaseous mixtUre of 
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co2 and ch4 with the pos~ibility of using residues as 

an excellent fertLliser. Two main marine biomass 

energy resources being (1) the gaint sps Macrocystic 

Pysipera and (2) Garcitari~ Hilvaniae. 

vii Geothermal energy is associated wit~ riftzones and 

volcanic ac~ivity~ but currently it appears that only 

in coastal and insular situations would be tapping of 

such energy be warranted economically. 

3.12 Mineral .Resources : 

-
~he ocean has been repeatedly labelled ~s the 'last 

frontier'and claims have been made that metals can be hanked 

from the ~ea at 50-70 percent of the most of launching. The 

sea ores are often highly concentrat~d. Magariese rich 

nodules have been hailed as a bonanza that would help' the 

economy of developing countries. 

Mineral explorat1on will undoubtedly be .influenced by 

' recent development in the ~late tectonic· theory. ~hre~ types 

of environment are areas of major igneous activity: 

1. spreading pl~te boundaries 2 •. Subduction zones and'3. hot 

- spot of rising mantle rock ar~ depos~ts have been shown to 

be associ~ted with each of these zones. 



t1inen.'\l deposits of economical interest are quite different 

from the surrounding sea - floor materials th.i,s allm·#s 

their spotting and identification, for example on density, 

E-eie.mic: velocityr. magnetiE-m, el ed:r ic 1 and thermal 

conductivity, indeed polarisation and chemicalproperties. 
I 

Marine resources can divided into th~ee ~ain categories 

1. Minerals from the continental scheme Miner·als from 

Deep Sea Floor and 3. Minerals from Sea Water. 

Minerals from the continental shelves and slopes : 

The most. i~portant minerals extracted from· the continental 

shelves and slopes are.pet~oleum and natural gas. Due· to the 

e··.1en inc rea:.ing demand fot:-· oi 1 a e. c.1 ·fue 1 <.ind power-· :.ource, 

otf shore drilling has rapidly •increased from an almost 

neg.lig.iblt:1 c.1mcn .. mt. in .1.94=• to five."miflion ban-els daily- in 

1969 which accounted for sixteen percent of the world's total 

production and should be double to reach a third of that 

pr·c·dLH:ti<.:<n by 1980." (Cowan R.C 1970). The most modern 

c:c:•ncept of offs:,hore in late 1940's and ear-ly 1950's~ It. iE-

nob:~d that the productipn o·f pett-oleum and natur-al gas .is not 

confined. to the shelf and slope area~ but in the deep sea 

floo~s as well. Excluding petroleum and natural gas the 

total production of all other mineral~ extract~d from all 
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as.pect.s:. o·f the seas in r·elat.i,~elly minor (Nelson, 1968). Sand 

and .; , .. ... :;:, found throughout the world in the continental 

It is dredged heavilY in the more. pop~lated 

coastal areas mainly because of its value as a building 

materials and low cost. Phosphorite, chrefly used in the 

manufacture of chemical fertilisers, is found in abunbance 

in sever<:\1 areas of the continental sheves throtighout the 

\o',!Ccj'"}d n. Gluconite is a hydrated.potasium, i1··on 
' 

a 1 umin j_um 

s.elicate and is r·eJ.at.i-.. .. ely unimpc.w·tant economically but is. 

unique as it. is fburid exclusively in marine shelf areas. 

Some other minerals mined from the continent~! 

tin, gold, diamond and barium sulphat~.· 

There ar·e twc• 

risirier·a l s ecortr.:<micall y important enough to be mined from 

' the, deep sea ·floor. They are maganese modules ~nd 

phosphorite moudl•s· Methods for mining the seabed 

primary the senote controlled unmanned deep sea crawler 

and the deep sea drug dredge. 

~ii Minerals from Sea Water There are three minerals 

mined commercially from sea water, common.salt bromine 

and magnesium along with some of .its compounds. 
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Resourse Regions ; 

The resource regionalisation may help in planning for 

balanced gro\o'Jth in the r-egion with marked disparity in 1levels 

dt::;.vel pment~. (Sen Gupta 1967). The_ concept of 

regionlisa\ion for economic utilisation of resources in India 

is recent. A survey of these efforts is presented by 

Sunder ban ( 1980) • A" critical analysis of regionalisation 

~xperiments carried out after independence is prese~ted by_ 
/ 

Pal and Learmonth (1964). In the e\,.olution o·f thi's conc;ept, 

a transition from physioeconomic regionalisation to .resource 

particularly energy resources re~ionlisation is becoming 

prom.ient (Sengupta & Sdasynk 1968). Homogeneous natural 

similasities ·ar used as criteria to identify "physic 

econom.:i.t: r-egir3n~.··. One of the first works of then nature is 

of Rao ( 1949) in vJhich he s tr·essed that region a 1 isation is a 

dynamic 
I 

concept which aims at the optimum utilisation of 
I 

regional -resources~ In 1964 he with Bhatt proposed a new 

frame work for resource development in India. The 

rep6rt prepared by Nath (1965) for the planning commission in 

worth mentidning in this respect. Inspite of. these attemps, 

the states •till are officially used planning 
/ 

reg.ions. 

their resource potentials and development trends 

an:? being inte.n!E-ively innestig.:.'\ted" 
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~he credit of ap~lication of the ~oncept and pr·inciple o"f 

integrated e~onomic region~lisation·in _India _is to. sengupta 

(1962 & Sengupta and Sdaryuk 1968). The basic principle of 

economic is an effort to bring abo~t the fullest 
. 

de··;e l opmen t natural reSOLII'"CeS thi'"OUgh produc,tion 

specialisation in -f-egions ·for· \l'~hich tt)ey· are spec·iall y 

suited. To discover· e.uch regic•ns e\ialution' o·f l'"t?SOL\l'"Ce 

indo"'mments 1:.-f naturt:.'ll regions is nec.essar-y. The si,ze of 

these micr·o units vary according to the s1ze and 

distributional pattern of natural resources. 

Resource Regions of the Gulf of Kh~mbhat region.: 

The delineation . o·f resource regions within the Khambhat 

,region is based on attributed of resources and their present 

e>:ploi t.::-~t:i.on patterns. · Pt-ocedw··e is. i·ll u:.trated el se\I'Jhere 
' 

(Sharma 1975~ pp 324). I~ is started w~th the demarcation.of 

land units. Ik is because the land is the basic resource and 
. I 

the nature of terrain plays crucial role in framing the set 

deep effects on their utilisation. Accordingly~ the region 

has been divided into landform unit:., consider·ing :.tructure, 

lithology and bold geomohphic char·acter". From these land 

form units, sup~r - ·imposing on maps of resource endowment~ 

·and use pattern, resource regions have been carried out. in 
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framing ·of these regions population distribut~on, crop 

combination, agricultural efficiency and possibility 

agricultural expansion are special!~ noted. the Khambh.at 

't: ( 

region is thus~ivided into four macro resource region and 

nine mass resource regions as follows: 

I. Mineral based 'Industrial Region 

a. Petro - chemical Industrial Region 
b. Electricals and Machine Industri~l Region. 
c. Calcite and Moulding sand based industrial region. 

II. Forest Regions. 

a. M6ist deciduous 
b. Dry Moist deciduous 
c. l'iangr·oves 

III. Agriculture and Agro.- based industrial region. 

a. Cotton Textile region (black soil region) 
b. food grain region (alluvial soil region) 
c. Oil seed industrial region 

{dry land farming region) 

IV., Coastal t·1a.r·ine Resource Region. 
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UTILISATION PATTERN AND GROWING PRESSURE AND IDENTIFICATION 

OF FRAGILE REGION 

. 
India_ and many qther third world countriis are now passing 

through, the phase of population explosion. It is beirrg 

argued that this situation has arisen because economic 

development in these countries has failed to maintains ~a~e 

with the population growth. The thrust of this argument is 

that since raptd growth of population causes poverty and 

·~<rc•ves to_ be a bat-rier to development. These. countries should 

take care of their population gr~wth if they seriously wish 

to solve their poverty problem and put their economy on the 

path of economic development. 

Hecent studies contends that E',ince independence, _India has. 

sucessfu1ly managed to avert faminies (Sen. Amartya, 1982) 

with the rapid growing population, the other resources are 

not increasing with the same pace which has resulted heavy 

pressure on the'resources. This has also resulted in growing 

unemployment, low standard of living, declining land man 

r~tio and low rate of capital formation. The fast growing 

,population is also affecting the present cropping pattern, 

availability of food grains, process of def6restation with 

the , heavy pres:.ure on ar-able land, decrease ih land holding 

and -finally rapid grol-'lt.h of urban population and ·pollutic•n 
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pr-oblem. "Indian population problem is manageable up to the 

year 2001 even unde~ the highest projections of popula~ion 

growth and income." (Parikh K.S, 1976) 

4.1 Population Growth 

Appendix II is showing the decadal population growth at the 

district level. The growth of total population of the state 

increased from 2.68% to 2.93% per annum in the period 1951-61 

to 1961-71. lt declined to 2.70 percent per annum in the 

period 1971-81. The r-ural population is declining over the 

period of time, it was 2.94% (1951 to 61) to 2.23% {1971-81). 

But the urban population is increasing very rapidly which is 

evident from the decadal growth of 20.07% in 1951-61 to 

41.00% in the period 1961-71 and 41.42% dur-ing 1971-81. It 

i.nd.icates the . rapid process of 'indu:.trial isation and 

urbanisation in the state. 

Districtwise growth trend of population·, reveals that the 

decadal .grot-1th during the period 1951-61 1-'las highest in the 

Ahmedabad district {32.55%) while lowest in Valsad "distr-ict 

{ 21.38%) • High rate of population growth was due . to 

immigration plus natural increase of population in Ahmedabad 

distr-ict. Dl.n-ing the period 1961-71 in -decadal · growth 
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I 
Ahmedabad maintained its first position with 36.62% growth. 

L6west was recorded in the Kheda distri~t with 23.96%. One 

important feature of this growth was that the hi~hest point 

to . point increase with the previous decade was recorded in 

Surat district (40 percent). 

' 
In the last decade 1971-81 highest decadal growth wa~ in the 

Surat district (39.53%) while lowest in the Bharuch district 

( .1.6 .84 %) • It reflect~ the rapid dev~lopment of industries 

in the district. 

Decadal Variation in the Rural Urban population I 

Districtwise ayalysis of the rural - urban g~owth reveals 
I 

that, Gujarat is the highly· urbanised state in ~ndia, which 

is followed by Maharastra and TamilNadu. Decadal growth of 
I 

urbanisation durin~ · .1.95.1.-61 was maximum in the Val sad 

distr·_ict· (47.20%) and lo\o'lest was in Bharuc:h district (3.72%). 

During next decade (1961-71) hiQhest decad~l growth was 

r~ce<rded in Sur at 'distr· ict (67 .'1~~.;,). It was 148 percent 

incr·ease oveF· the previous decade. Fc•ll ot-Jed by· Vadodara 

district which ·was having ~cl· n 7~c~f. decadal urban grov~th. 

' 
Lowes~ gre<wth was marked 27.43% in Kheda district. Bett-leen 

1971~81 decade the position of urban growth was sa~e as in 
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(1961-71) with (76.89%) and minimum was in · Kheda ( 2~.:.- • 99/. ) • 

Kheda district showed the declining trend in the ·urban 

The decline of decadal urban growth was maximum in 

Bhaiuch 1district 43.22%. 

Rural population growth indicates ~e~lining trend in all the 

district of the region except.Bhavnagar an¢ V~lsad. Higl·"test 
"'· 

decline over ~951-81 was recorded in Ahmedabad "district 

(48.8a%) vlhich \.'las follot-1ed by Bharuch (47.6~0. These 

districts· are highly urbanised and ~ut-migration -from the 

rural· a~eas resulted in declined rural growth. 

4.3 Land-Man Ratio 

It is asserted that the pressure of population on -land has 

been. steadily increasing and with it land-man ratio is 

becoming increasingly adverse. Since independence though the 
.... 

country has recorded a rate of population gro0t~ which is 

unprecedented -for the sub-continent, and the dehsity of 

population has reached a level which would have_ looked quite 

alarming in the early decades of the current century, yet the 

country ·has not only succeeded in break.ing the low level 

equilibriu~ trap but has also made some advance on the path 

o·f de\1eiopment. 
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The growing pre~sure of population on land has also resulted 

in sub- division and fragmention of holding. On these 

I 

fragmented holdings, it is contended that there is not much 

·scope fm·- rais:.ing the farm proc::ductivi ty, The pres:.ence of 

disguised unemployment is also ofteri mentioned to reainforce 

the argument that further increase in population will put 

additional burden on agricultural land which is'now finding 

increasingly difficult to sustain. Even though various 

e··.t .idenc::es. of development from other dense! ''l populated 

cnunt.r .. ies further confirms that there is no negative 

correlation between density of population and under 

development. But st.ill it is treated as one of the 

indicator. The density of population per sq. km .i.s shown in 

Append i :-.-: I ~ 

.. 
District wis~ analysis for the period 1~61-81 is .highlighting 

that density is increasing,in all district. Highest increase 

in Iand-man ratio was in Bhav8agar district during the period 

2 
.19'61-71 frc•m 13._ to 126 persons per Km. in percentage terms 

4! 2 
1076~6 percent ove~ 196;. Highest density per Km • ~<"las in 

Ahmedabad di~trict ~48 person _(1961), 334 p~rspn (1971) and 

445 person (1981). Even though there is no trend f6r less 
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density district but Bharuch has retained its low~st position 

in 1971 and 1981. 
/ 

' 

to development of produ~tive force~. In an economy where 

productive forces remain arrested due to retrogressive socio-

economic relations, favo~rable lan4 - man ratio will be 

of littl~ help. 

4.4 Land Holding 

Opet-at i c•n a 1 holding is the basic unit of decision making- on 

agriculture and it is useful for any effectice strategy for 

agricultural development. It is defined as all land which is 

wholly or partly used for agricultural production and is 

oper~t.ed as a one technical unit by one person alone or 

jointly with othe~s without regard to title, legal form, size 

or location. 

Average size holding (Table no. 4.1) indicates mean size of 

' . land ~olding in hectares. A~ population is growing rapidly, 

it press~rises the land resources which results in decreasing 

~he average ~ize of holdings.· Table reveals that over the 

period of time the average size of holding is decrea~inQ, 
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1-'lh:i.c:h is highlighting heavy pressure of population on land. 
/ 

Average size of holding in the ~ujarat h~s decreased from 

4.11 hectares in 1970-71 to 3.45 hectare in 1980-81 • Thie. 

reduction in terms of percentage is· 16.05%. Distr icti-'J.ise 

analysis shows that average ~ize of holding was maximum 6.73 

hectares for Bhavnagar in 1970-71 while lowest ~eco~ded was 

1.89 hectare in Kheda district. Ther .. e v-1as not much 

variation recorded in Bhavnagar during. 1976-77.and 1980-81, 
I 

but reducti6n in the av~rage size holding from 1970-71 to 

1980-81 was 30.6% or from 6.73 hectares to 4.67 hectares 

Small average size of holding was recorded. in Valsad 

district. Th~re is a direct relation in average size of 

holding and the population~ But some c•·ther· factors are also 

contributing in 1 this for e:h:ample lalws of inheritance, 

decline c•f jccints fc."'mily •system, -r armer-s indebtness, 

psychological attachment to land, and practice of crop 

sharing. 

4.5 Agricultural Production Trends and Food ~vailability 

The· cropping pattern of Gujarat reveals certain special 

.. feature~ (Appendix XII). The major food crops 6f Gujarat are 

baj r- i, jowar, rice and wheat. Cotton, groundnut and tobbaco 

are major non - food commercial crops. State occupies around 
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!:·0 PF:'r··cent ar-ea .as:. cultivated area to tot a 1 'report.ing areas. 

The non-food commercial crops claim on an average around 40 

percent ~f the total cropped area. 

State total food g~ain production was very lo~ in the period 

1960-61 as compared to 1970-71 and. 1984-85~and it was 

18,58,~·00 tons, 48,44,100 tons, 52,~·7,100 tons respectively. 

Thus the quantum increased was made in 1970-71, ·which 

resulted. in 160.64% increase over 1960-61 production aAd 

8.!:•i: increase over 1970-71 pro.dLic·tic•n. This increase of 

~reduction was also due to the expansion of areas under crops· 
I 

in 1970-71. This picture is also seen at the district wise 

~nalysis (Appendix XII). To·tal ·foc•d grain production 

increased four fold in Ahmedabad district during 1960-61 to 

1970-71, while three fold in Bhavnagar distr~ct in the same 

period. During the period 1984--8~· highest growth in the 

total food grains production was achieved in Bharuch 

district. It was 65.4 percent over the period 1970-71. It 

was due to increase of area under the food.g0ain production 

(68.24%) . Bhavnagar distri~t was second in the production 

increase with 41.5 per~ent. 

Per capita food availability is a macro level indicator which 

r·e·f lee t the pres.ure of population on the resources. It 1. <= . ~ 
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not giving any clear- cut picture. At. the state l.evel per 

capita avaliability was 90.07 Kg. in 1960-61, which increased 

to 181.44Kg in 1970-71- but it declined to 154.23 Kg in 1984-

85. It increased during 1970-71 because df the· extension of 

ar-ea under foodgrain pr-oduction while decreased in 1984-85 

due to reduction of land under food crops. 

At the district level per- capita foof availability was highest 

199.80 Kg in Surat district in 1960-61. Food deficient distri 

was Ahmedabad during this period ~hich was only• 32.25 Kg. 

This picture has changed in the period 1970-71. and Kheda 
. . 

district 1-'Jas on r-ani-:. c<ne in the Khambhat· region, a··1ai 1 Clbi 1 i ty 

was 186.30 Kg in this district dur-ing 1970-71, which was 

abo~e· the stat~ average. Even though Ah~edabad has imprbved 

its position during 1970-71 (95.30 Kg) but still had lol-'lest 

per- capita food availability. It is due to incerease in area 

under- food cr-ops plus increase ih. the yield per hectare. 

the per-iod 1984-85, the position of Kheda is 

maintained with 188.42 kg per- capita food availability, 

follo!-'led by Bharuch. 172.92 kg. Ahmedabad sti.ll maintained 

its lowest position with 76.21 kg, which declined fr-om the 

previous average. It is 1 due to decrease in the area under 

food crops. All this pictur-e is reflecting in the figur-e 
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4.6 Land Utilisation 

'The pattern of land-use of a co~ntry or ~ region at any. 

particular time is determined by the physical, ·economic and • 

institutional framework taken together. The existing land~ 

use pattern has been ~valved ai.a result of action and 

of various. factors, sue h .as the physical 

characteristics of land, the institutional the 

structure of other resources ( capital, labour etc) available, 

and the location o·f the region in relation to other aspects 

c•f economic devel_opment., eg. · those relation to transport a:. 

as to industry and trade. The present patte~n can, 

therefore, be considered to be in some sort of static harmony 

and adjustment with the other main characteristics ·of the 

e,conomy in the t-egic)n. A c: 1 ose study of the pre:.ent 1 and-use 

patterns and the trends during recent years will help to 

sug~e~t the scope for planned shifts in the patterns. 

(i) Area under forest 
'' 

Forest have imp~rtant protective as well as productive. 

fi.mctions. They not only suppy timbers, fuel, fodder and 

·0ariety of other products but also have a moderating 

influence against floods and erasion and hel~ to maintain 
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soil fertility. A number of industries also depends on 

fo_re~t.s fr.:)r SL!pply of raw material!:',. Development of fo~estry 

is also essential for raisi~~ the income of the tr.ibal 

people. Fore~t area of Gujarat is unevenly distributed, due 

to var·iatiof,s in· climate and soil conditions. The forest 

growth also varies from scrubs in the North and North-Western 

parts of the State to luxuriant and valuable forests in the 

South Gujar-at~ 

With· the incr-·easing popul a,tion the demand for forest pr-oducts:. 

are also increasing which r-esults in over .exploitation of 

. ' 

these F"BSOLIF'CE!E·. It has resulted in defores~ation. As per 

the National For-est policy of 1952 lays do~n that the 

proportion of land to be kept per-manently under forest should 

be 33 per-cent of the total land area. Guj~rat state had 

only 5.1 percent of the area under- forest during the period 

1960-61. It .inc~eased to 8.4 per-cent in 1970-71 and 10 

percent in 1983,-84 •. Thu!:. the fon2st coverage of the state is 

far be·hind the national aver·age. One significant factor is 

that even though ~crest area is very low but forest cover-age 

is showing increasing trend. In the various plan 

~ff6r-estation p~ogrammes has been launched which has helped 

in increasing area under forest. But as far as the quality 

of fore!::.t is concer-ned, it is ·ver-y poor n 

I 

Around 10 percent ,. 

1orest is under ~he private owner-ship. 
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'I 

Districtwis~ analysis is indicating the mi~ed reaction. In 

some districts the area under forest is decreasing while in 

other it is increasing. The area under forest was higher 

than the state average during the peridd. 1960-61 in Bhaurch 

and Surat district including Valsad ( .11. 8%) • In 

remaining aistrict forest cove~s are less than the state 

a-.. .. erage. 

In the decade of 70's th~ forest area of the state increased 

by 64.70 percent from the previous decade. It was due to 

various efforts of the government including afforestation 

prog r· ammes • The propor-tion of fecr·est area in the . follec1-dng 

districts is higher tha~ the state average as in Valsad (26.6 

pEFircent), Sur-at (19.8 percent) and BhauFch district (18.2 

peFcemt) v~hi le be 1 ovJ the =:.tate a vel'" age in VadodaF"a (7.2 

percent),_ Bhavnagar ( 3 .(} percent), Kheda I,., '"":"' 
. \ .<;.. ·-' percent) and 

A~nedabad (.19 percent) during 1970-71. In teFms of point to 

point highest increase was in BhavnagaF, by .172.72 percent, 

and in SuFat d:i.s.t.r·ic:t. it 1-'Jas 67 perr.:ent. 

During the period 1983-84 forest area of the state increased 

by 19 percent, ~nd had 10 percent of. the total aFea under 

foFest. At the district level highest increase was in 

Vadodara distFict b~ 47.22 percent over 1970-71 period. This 
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period showed !::ome mi>:ed reaction. Bhavnagar, Vadodara, 

Bharuch arid Ahmedabad districts recorded increasing trend of 

forest coverage. While decreasing trend is evident in Kheda 

(by· 34.78 percent), Valsad (by 9.02 percent) •nd Surat (by 

8.08 percent) district over 1970-71 forest area~ 

In sum following conclusion can be made : 

Quality of forest has decreased over the four decades • . 
Highly urbanised and industrial districts are having 

very meagre fo~eit area. Because of the·heavy pre~sure 

of population on forest resource plus area put on other 

human .needs. 

Valsad and. Surat district where the forest area was 

very high has shown declining trands. I.t ref lee ts the 

process of deforestration with the population increase 

and increase of forest product demand as well as area 

.put under other ~Jman need. 

La~t but not least government efforts fbr afforestation 

can· nqt be over loc•ked. vSi th these efforts. foree.t. 

coverag~ has increase two fdld 1960-6.1. 

(ii) Land not Available for Agriculture 

This category in~ludes the area under forest; barren and 
/ 

' incultivable landr. land put to· non agricultural· 
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I 
cultivable waste ~nd permanent pasture and other grazing land 

indicates the area which is not available for 

agr·icul tur .. e. · It is positively c6rrelated with increase 

in ~rbanisation and indu~trialisation and has resulted shrink 

in the arable or area ~vailable for agriculture. Around 4:':•% 

of the total area in the state comes ~nder thi~ ,category. 

All th~ district in this c~tegory has been less than 

the state. average since 1961. Thus it indicate that the 

i~ agr~culturally rich. Surat is the only district 

where its percentage has increas~d by .25% over 1960-61 

(iii) Net Area·sown (NSA) 

This teno den'otes the ·.net area so\o'm under c:r·ops and 

orchar-ds, counting areas sown more tha~ once in the same 

year, 6nly one~. The percentage of net area sown to total 

gec•gr-aph.ic:al ara· o·f the state has decreased from 52.4/:(1960-

61) to 51.1% (1983-84). In the same manner area under non 

agricultural use has increased. This ~hift is'due to heavy 

of population to qthet- purposes e.g. roads, 

construction, indus~ries, dams etc. 

All the districi of the Khambhat region are having N.S~A~ 

more than the state average since 1961. Highest net area 
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sown has been in Kheda district which ranges from 77.6% to 

76.2% ·du~ing the period 1960-61 to 1983-84. It is followed 

by Ahmedabad and Vadodara district, where its average is 

around 70% over this period. Lowest area unde~ this category 

is found in Bharuch-ahd Valsad dist~ict. It is due to the 

high percentage of area under forest cover. 

These sKift in the land-use patterns were mainly in response 

to the increasing demand for foodgrains and agricultural raw 

materials. The demand was partly met through the extension 

of the area under cultivati6n and partly through intensive 

cultivation. 
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Table NCI. 4.1 

Districtwise Average Size of Holding 

(in hec t.:it-es) · 
==~============~====================================================== 
S.No 1970-7.1: 1976-77 1980--8.1 
====================================================================== 

.·Gujar··.at State 4.ll. 3.7.1 3~:4~~ 

l.. Ahmedabad· ~·. 00 4.61 4.::56 

2n• Kheda 1.89 1' .81 J:. 71 

:::.~. Bha··1nagar- 6.73 5.45 4.67 

4. Vadc1d<:!r·a 3,.04 .2.7~t 2.63 

·= ~·. Bharuch 3.61:.'! ~.:.~a 44 ~;.1'71 

6. Sur at 2.98 2.78 ~~. ~·4 

"7 
I a Val sad .1..90 1. ~7~. 1.67 

Source Director-at~ of Agriculture, Gujarat State. 
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OCEf\NIC ORIENTATION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

I 

5.0 Oceans are vital to human existence with their promise of 

mine~al wealth, food supply, production of off shore gas and 

oil and as a medium of international transportatio_n ,_ 

communications and commeerce. ·They provide security in depth 

to nations and influence ~limate and rainfall. The·y are the· 

international commons. Since many nations border the oceans, 

all bf them have rights and responsibilities, future 

development 1 ies .i,n :i.nternation<:tl goodvii 11 a·nd internat:ional 

coc•peration. As w~lfgang Friedman(1971) has said there is no 

alternative to-conscious and planned r~gulation of life on 

the sea- the surface as well as on the oceahic bed. The 

forces of collaborative internation~l order are overtaking 

national political a1.:.,d economic pulls." 

When the economic resources of the sea were restricted mainly 

to fish catches, the need ,was felt for conservation and 

avoidance of conflict, giving·_ rise to 
• 

regulation of the freedom to fishing. By 1969,. most countries 

had announced a 12 - mile territorial sea. Some countrie5. 

declared unilateral rights over 200 mile~ of sea f~om· their 
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_,coastline. Offshore oil and gas came to be discovered and 

e>:pl oi ted. Rich metallic nodules wer~·found strewn on the 

floor of the deep sea'and there was growing apprehahsion that 

some countries might cover such resources. Ther-e "'~a:. also 

fear c<f interferente by coastal countries, i s.l and =- ta tes 

and countries controlling straits between wide oceans. Thus 

as diverse needs had to be met, the Uriited Nations convened 

the la~ of the Sea Conferenc~ for envolving.an international 

fJ~amework for future control and development of marine 

\ 

A , treaty acceptable to most countries emerged 

' 
after· prolonged consideration over several years. The treaty 

expresses a widespread cons~nsus among nations. It provid~s 

that the territor\al sea will extend to 2 nauticat miles, 

there will be an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) extending upto 

200 nautical Jn.i le=:-, and the riches belov-,, the sea bottom 

pert.:Lin ing to the continental shelf ~<'li 11 ·belong to the 

nearest coastal state. 

The first righ~s on the fi~h wealth of· the EEZ will rest with 

the coastal state. Any fish in excess of the requirements of 

th~ coastal state will ~e made accessible to the countries of 

the region in the first instance and to other fishirig ·fleets 

in general, possibly under a licensing and quota system. The 

coastal state alone will have the right to create structures. 
\' 
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carry out mariculture and mine the sea bottom in the EEZ as 

t-~e 1 J. the nearby continental shelf. FAD ha··;e 

.'f'or .. mulated the programme to assist coastal states in the 

management and deve16pment of marine resources in the EEZ. 

' " The fish, mineral and other resource~ of the deep sea are 

acknowledge to the part of the international cc•mmon. Deep 

sec;. mining t-~ill be canr·ied C<Ut. under the authori-ty of an 

International Deep Sea Authority and the Internaticinal Deep 

Sea Enterprises which have been envisaged in the treaty. 
·~·":'t-"'· 

The Coastal Zone 

The 1970s witnessed the birth of a new object of enqui~y : 

' the coastal zone. The strip of .land and sea that has been 

the spatial setting of the modern world sy~tem~ has:. ofi 1 y 

recentl~ been .identified by planners ~nd sci~ntists as a 

spatial area which requires special study and· treatment. 

Coastal waters~ which r~present only 10 percent of the total 

sea area in our planet~ provide.99 percent Of the total fis:.h 

production and ·there are still enourmous possibilities for 

The area-extending towards the sea~ 

beyond the mean low tide line~ is often called offshore; its 

extent is a functions o~ the wave action and the depth of 
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The area extending beyond the mean high tide line 

inshore is known as the backshore or dry - sand area. Its 

inland extent is usually defined by the presence 

negeta£ion or a change in the phyriography Of the land. 

Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 in the US 

de·f ines the coastal zone as the "coastal waters (including 

the land thereinrand there under) ~nd adju~ent shore lande. 

( l.ncluding the ~ater therein and there Linder) strongly 

·influenced by each other". 

Using various criteria (morphological, land use, ecolc•gical. 

or economic)~ bne can identify a series of different zones. 

Obviously the width of the coastal zone varies fro~ one area 

to another, depending on the spatial extent over which the 

criteria; applied is most applicable. 

I 

5.3 Gujarat Coast 

is a major martine state in India t-li th a long 

coastline and accounts for about 25 percent of countrys 

coastline. ;t has rich in marine fish recources. The state 

~arge cont~nental shelf of 1.6~ lakhs sq Kms of 

f~sh~ble potential (seashore,offshore and deep sea fie.hing 

Apart from this large potential source; the coastal 
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belt also p~ovide~ a large number of tidal creeks and low 

lying· potential res:.c•ur-~es Ctf abc::-Jut 3.68 lakhs h_ectaree- fDr 

• tappin-g and launching mariculture~ brakish wat.er and· 

quaculture programmes. The Peninsular water offers the 
. 

facility of sustenance and growth of varied marine wealth. 

Oceanic orientation of the Gulf of Khambhat can b~ analysed 

with various indicato~s such ~s concentration of popula·tion, 

CJr--o~>-;th patterns, de-:nsi ty of pc,pul at ion, food grain 
I 
productiDn~ occupational structure of the population, land 

use-~ pattern_, source of irrigation and mar·ine product.ion in 

the coastal talukas of the region. 

Total Population in Coastal Talukas : 

The coastal the Gulf of Khambhat 1 region ,vlhich 

comprises ninetee~ taluka of the seven d~strict. These taluka-

contribute 12.40 percent of the total population of the state 

in the period 1961 and 27.90 percent of the total distr ic t!E-

population in the region (Table no. 2.1) 

1971 census reveals th~t the population in the coastal taluka 

to total state population has increased to 13.03~percent and 

in the case of district population ite- share h_as declined 

marginally (~6.62 percent). 



-
In the 1981 ~opulation in coastal talu~a has again increased 

to. 13.53 percent and 27.31 percent to the state population 

and districts population respectively. 

Thuc:. thic:. anal yc:.ic:. c: lear 1 y highlight ·the oceanic orientation 

in the sphere of population share. 

~c .• 5 Rural Urban Population 

Cr.::•ac:.tal talu~:.as in Gulf c•f l<hambhat contr.ibutes 8.35 percent 

and 11.46 percent c•f. total rural and total urban population 

of the state during 1961. The share of the coastal taluka to 

total district population in the regipn i~ 22.84 p~rcent and 

27.25 percent respectively for rural and urban population. 

These proportion to the state population has increas~din 1971 

.by ~6.76% to rural and 49.73 percent in urban population. 

But in the cease of total districts population the position 

were nbt ch~nged significantly. During the 1981 census the 

share of coastal population to st~te population has declined 

(to 11.42 percent) in case of rural population and increased 

(to 19.06 percent) in urban population (appendix III) 

The development of ports and interregional trade 
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accounted for much of the urban growth along coa~tal areas. 

As cooley (1'-:?84) "fir5.t e;-:pla.ined, the economics of transfer 

create a comparative advantage fdr the growth of urban 

ct:.mtres." As trad.e e;.:pands so do urban areas (smith A 1937). 

This expansions often occurs along the coastline due to 

topogn:1phic a.nd features. · Industrial 

development has been particularly attracted to coastal areas 

for two major reason: access to transport facilities and vast 
\ 

quantities of water. 

~·.6 Po_pulation Growth Patter"'n :: 

Taiukawise study (Appendix III) of the coastal areas reveals 

that during the period 1961-1971 maximum growth i~ total 
~ 

population was achiev~d inn chorasi taluka of Surat district 

with 41.84 percent-~nd negative growth was achieved in Ghogha 

~:;. 42 percent. Jhe 

decadal variation during 1971 to 1981 period· was highest with 

6S.38 percent in .Chorasi taluka (Bhavnagar). It was due to 

rapid growth of urbanisation in this area. \lariation ,t-1as 

minimum in Vagra taluka (Bharuch) with only 0.69 percent,it 

was due to cent percent rural population. 

urban decadal variation indicates some ~mportant 

fe<:\tures. During the period 1961-71 negative ru~al ·growth 
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was recorded in Ghogha (Bhavnagar) with (-) 6.16 percent 

whil~ maximum was Talaja (Bhavnagar) with 34.47 percent. In 
r •' 0 

the d~cade 1971-81 highest growth was achieved in Mahwa 

taluV..a (Bhavnagar) with 34.69 percent and lowest in Vagra 

' 

taluka of Bharuch district (.69) pet-cent. Urban growth 

during 1961-71 decade' was ranging from (-) 6.16 percent 

(Ghogha) to 34.47 percent (Talaja). But during the period 

1971-81 spectacular growth was achie~ed in Khambhat taluka 

(Kheda) with 344.80 percerit. While the negative growth rate 

was recorded in Hansot 'taluka of Bh~ruch with (-) .79 

percent. 

5.7 Den_sity of Population, 

It implias the average number of persons living per sq. Km. 
\ 

It indicates the man land ratio. High density of 

populat~on can be supported with the availability of natural 

resources and the extent of the use of technology to exploit , 

the resources. Density of population in the.coa~tal taluka 

is given in appendi>: I.· It re\leals that during the .1961 the 

density was highest in chorasi taluka (793 person) in Surat 

distr.ict, which is• highly urbanised. While the lowest 

densi~y of population was recorded in Dhanduka 58 persbn and 
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Vagra 66 

population. 

person per 
I 

( 1'29 

thes~ taluka • had more 

1971 population census was indicating also the same trend. 

High d~nsity was concentrated in Charosi taluka (1108 person) 

{t~hile di::.persed population ¥1ere ir1 ·Dhanduka (67 persccri) and 

Vagra (74 person) taluka. 

In the decade 1981 trends in density of population were more 

or le=·=· same. On the Lipper· side Chorac.:.i ta luka recc1rde.d 1839 

pere.on per Km. But· in lower side position was changed as 

lowe~t density of population 74 person and 

Dhanduka taluka 80 person. 

It. ie. evident that. the den!:',i ty c1f population .is hi.gh wi t.h 

processes urbanisation and low were more population is 

engaged in rural activitie~. 

5.8 Coastal Area : 

Coastal Area of caastal taluka are calculated with respective 

district. Valsad district was comprises 44.00 ~ercent of te 

total geograpical area as coastal ar~a, followed by Bharuch 

::>8 percent, Bha·vnagar 3::•.16 percent, Ahmedabad 30.00 per.cent, 
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Kheda wit 16.5 percent and Vadodara district with 
I 

6.8 

· t::•erceni: area. Thus the district which are having more 

percentage under coastal area ae having more oceanic 7 marine 

or· ientat:i.or,. · 

~ .'·i~ Occupation Structure 

Broadly speaking various occup~tions can be classified in"t:o 

three cat~gories, vig. secondar-y' and ter"tiary. 

There is a close relationship between development of an 

econc•my on the one hand, and occupations structure on the 

other. Eccmomic progress is generally associated with 

iertain district~ nece!:',sary and predictable changes in 
. 

occupational structure (clark 1940) 

Agriculture and allied activities such as animal hus~andry, 

poultry farming, lumbering, etc. are cons.idered 

primary occupations. i"lanufactLiring industries, 

small-scale and cottage industries and mining are included in 

the seconder' sector. Trade, transport~ communication, 

' banking, insurance ~tc. are included in the tertiary sector. 

Work participation ratio is calculated by total main .workers 

to total population.· Talukawise study on this. indicator is 
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given on Apendx. IV • It'shows the working population 

or availability. of 1 a bow·- power. During 1961 v1orking 

population ,was highest in Khambhat taluka 

v1hi le in Bhavnagar taluk~ (30.00 

continued :i.n 1971 and 1981. 

Oc:c:upa t:i.c:.na 1 of the working 

(66.91 percent) 

• percent)~ it 

population 

has 

~lassified into three sectors namely primary, secondary and 

tertiary sectbr. This ~omparison is only possible for 1961 

and 1971 and not possible for 1981 because of inadequate 

data at taluka level. Appendix IV reveals that during the 

period 1961 ~orking population engaged in primary sector was 
' . 

highest in Vagra taluka (93.1percent) and lowest in Chorasi 

taluka (22.3 perce~t). These~positions wer~ remain the same 

during the ~eriod 1971 but it has red~ced byte3-4 percent. 

Thus it indicates that population has been shifted in favour 

bf sesondary and tertiary sector, even though pace was low. 

In ·the case of secondary sectors high ~·larking ·force t.-1as 

engaged in Chorasi taluka 43.2 percent during 1961 and ·it has 

increased by 17~12 percent (50.6 percent) in the 1971. Lowest 

working force engaged in secondary sector was in Vagr~ taluka 
\ 

2.1 percent (1961) which raised to 3.7 percent (1971). In 
\ 
i 

the tertiary sector too Vagra taluka recorded 1 ov1est. 
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percentage of working population 4.7 percent and 6.6 percent 

in 1961 and 1971 respectively. But working force engaged in 

and 50.5 percent during 1961 and 1971 respectively. This 

taluka was ~i~hly advan~ed in service sector economy due to 

number of industrialised estates. 

In cn.n: the !:',hi ft in ,the ¥mrking population frc'lin primat-y 

sector to secondary and tertiary sector was a well known 

phenomenon except in few taluka. Working force in primary 

sectors during 1961-1971 period were show~ng upward trend in 

the following. taluka nam~ly Gh6gaha (by 49.2 percent) 

Bharuch (by 38.0 percent), Dhanduka (by 21 p~rcent), Talaja 

(by 20 ~ercent) and marginal 'increased in Amod~ Jam Busa~~ 

Mahuva, Cborasi, Pardi and Umbergaon taluka. Although workini 

··forc:e in seconda_ry sector \-'laS on incr·ea~.ing trend Which. is 

also good for the economy but for taluka shows deteriorating 

trend, dur·ing 1961-.1971 peric•d e.g. Dhanduka (44 /.) ,Mahuva~ 

Talaja ~nd Ghogha decreased by 30 to 40 percent. Tertiary 

' 
sector was reflecting increase trend in '1961-1971 period with 

felo'J taluka had decr·eas.ing tr·er)d. 

Thus we can say that working popul~ti6n is more baised 

primae.,· sector which clearly indicating the 

population is more oc~anic orientation in all the coas:.ta 1 
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talukas. Except Chorasi and Bhavnagar taluka the working of 

populatic•n in primat~y sector· is -..tery high_ around 60-70 

percent. The!:.e work force is mainly a!:.sc•c iat'ed fisheries and 

' 
other marine ·activitie~ because most of the. coastal land 

is saline and less fertile. 

::; •• 10 Land Use ~attern in Coastal Taluka 

Land l.
. , .• _., very important natural resources. It is not only 

I 

required for agriculture but all jar factories and- other 

purposes. Although there is no direct relationship between 

oceanic orientation and land use pattern but still we can 

draw some conclusion on the basis of land-use pattern. The 

·land covered under barren and unculturable· lands are 

generally unsuitable for agficultural use either because of 

t.he bad scci 1 and topography or because of their· 

inaccessibilit·~>. The saline lands of the study area .is also 

' included in this category. The per~entage of barren and 

uncultivable land to total geographical area of each taluka 

ie. calculated in Appendix XI Bhavnagar taluka 

comprises 51.8 percent of the total area under barren and 

uncultivable land in 1982-83, followed by Dhanduka ( 17. 6~1..) !l 

\ 

Khambhat (17.4%), and Gandevi (16.1%) (Appendix XI) Barren 
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and uncultivable land can be developed for fisheries, salt 

and other marine activities or have to be developed. 

- 5 • .i 1 Coverage of fishing.taluka, village and Towns 

The Gulf of Khambhat coast region to~prises of the total 

fishing tlukas of the state (Appendix~~). It t:O\Iers. 36 % 

of total marine fishing villages of the state and 28.6% of 

the. marine· fishing town of the state. Thus this region is 

having very significant role in the marine fisheries. 

Fishing population talukawise, 

Appendix X reveal~ that the fishing population comprises of 

nwnber in the region. Three taluka namely 

Umbergaon, Valsad and Navsari contr~buting more than 50 

percent .. of the fi=:.hing pc)pulation elf t.he region. Thus it. 

indicates high p~rcentage of people engaged in fishing and 

other activiti~s. 

Pe::t-soi--,s engaged in ·fishing and n::dated occLipa,tion is ma>:imLim 

·' in Valsad taluka (23.8%), followed by Navsari (16.4%) and 

Umbergaon· (11.7%). Jhese three taluka constitute more than 
. 

50 percent of · the pei~scn engaged in fishing and related 
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occupation of the region. Thus these talukas are having 

highly oceanic orientation in economic activities. 

5.13 Future development 

There is rising world demand for food and metals and crude. 

The - national policy of each country has to work for high 

sustain able lev~ls of marine production and bio-mass. Every. 

effort has to be made for offshoare exploration and 

extraction of oil. Exploitation of maganese nodules within 

' the framework~ set by'an international sea-bed authority ;is 

an important policy goal. India .has been granted the 

pioneer investjgator status and this should assist her 

further efforts in deep sea mining and metallurgy of nodules. 

Besides 'conservations and exploitations of marine resources, 

national aims at generating empheyment, diversifying 

professional sklills, r~ising. nutritional levels and 

encouraging exports. In seeking these objectives, co-

operation ~ith other developing countries and specially with 

the countries of . the region as well as with develop~d 

couhtries and,the agencies of the U~ have to be constantly 

kept 1n view. 
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PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES 

Each coastal zone has .its Dvm ec_onom.ic system and 

envirr.:•nmental system. .. But. each S:."y'S tem i =· a 1 so linked· to 

C<ther through the flow of natural resources and waste 

mater·ial betvJeen them". (Lee. t-i, 1973) A~· each stage of 

economic activity either resC<urces are taken· out of the 

enviroriment Dr waste is returned to it: henc• the existence 

mu 1 tip l.ic .i ty links the ecoriDm.ic-

environm•ntal system. Th~ nature~ m~gnitude and location of 

the flows of resources and waste which passe~ thro~gh these 

links changes overtime in respo~se to changes within the 

economic sys~em. 

Envir·c:·nment 

E>: tn:1c: tim1 t.·md 
Tr·anspor·t of 
Re·s.<mJr,ces 

Transfer· C•f 
go"ccds 

Pr·oduc tion 
~------~+-----------~ 

Disch.::u-ge_d Wastes 

F .ig. : 6.1 Relationship between economic 
9:-y:.tems: .• 

and 
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The coastal the 

interactions between economic and environmental system are 

of special interest and concern: 

( . \ 
. 3. ' The, coastal ~one is one.of the ~ich and diverse environment 

which has a very wide range of po~ential uses but a,number of 

these may be in conflict with other uses. 

(ii) With the facilities for deep water transport water supply or 

effluent disposal, attracti\'e . these zones provides 

locations for· 1 a r·,g e sc a 1 e , heavy industrial activities. 

These are likely· to experience intense forms of land use 

con ·f 1 .i c t . · 

(iii) The strengthening of' environmental controls has c··ft.en 

progressed more rapidly at inland location then in coastal 

Since the coastal zone is not a closed economy or a self 

contained environm~ntal system, its environmental condition 

~s affected both by economic activities located within the· 

zone and by the environmental effects of certain activities 

located beyond its bouridaries. 



Problems : 
I-

Gulf of Khambhat region has got the maritime and continental 

lc1cati_on. It e):hi.bi ts (a val~iety. of 

\ between the heavy rainfall 

c 1 imate::. r·_ep1··esenting 

area of Konkan and arid 

Rajasthan. There occ~rs irr~tic and uneven rainfall over the 

t.:i.me. Dr·ought is t:il···~ usua 1 phenomenon·. Cc•astal- t.aluka in 

Ahmedabad, Kheda, Vadodara and ~urat is declared 

a~ drought prone area. 

Extept Kheda ~he remaining districts ha~e very low percentage 

of ar·ea under .. iFTigation. All the dist.l~icts hig!··;ly n::-l:y t.lpon 

wells and tub~wells as source of iFT :.i.gatic•n. Thus it 

·tends to over - exploi~ation of ground water resources. 

Recha~ging of ground water resources is controlled by 

hydi~c•lor.Jica l Thus the thrust for the ·construction 

of surface·water irrigation project. But mos~ of the surface 

irrigation is. being tapped except Narmada. Coastal areas are 

saline and uri~uitable for ground ~ater development, 

nc•1··thern part of Ahmedabad district is over developed in 

Remaining part is suitable for open well and 

tubewell construction. 

Stud·y area occupies small percentage of area under forest 
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coverage as ~gainst the·norms of National for·es·t Pc:tl icy. 

Apart from this forest area is unevenly distributed and 

mainly concentrated in Valsad and Surat district. But one 

is that the under forest is 

Population has been· increasing v~ry rapidly during the last 

··fcil.n- decade: .• It is resulting in heavy pressure on various 

resources especially land resources. This can be reflected 

from decreasing averege size of holding since 1960-6~. 

Process of urbanisation is recorded high in Ahmedabad 

Surat and Vadodara dSstric:ts which has created many pr·c·blems 

1 i k e po 1 l uti on , slums, housing, overcrowdin~ etc. Highly 

ur·ban:Lsed talukas are Dhanduka, Bhavnagar and Chorasi •. All 
. 

the districts· are sho~ing high dependency on 

pc:<ptll a t.ion. Population is mainly occured in primary sector 

except two talukas (Chorasi and Bhavnagar) \-'Jhere ·it is 

engaged in secondary ~nd tertiary sector • 

. This r·eg ion occupies a signifant position in dairy 

development but inad~quanc:y of fodder arises ·many times, 

effecting the.milk production. 
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Problem'of Pollution : 

As ~Jfuan populati~~ has grown phenomenally the magnitude and 

:.emi ·f .ic t."'l t.i.on of pollution have also increased. As a 

conseqt.IE·nr.:e, the environment has been adversely affected 

leading to impairment of health and l"·uination o·f the 
\· 

aesthetic state of the land scape in several parts of India. 

Pollution is manifest in the expanding· dumps of garbage and 

.waste, the intracable ramification of effluents in water and 

the thickening canopy of smoke, dust and gases in the 

atmc:ssphere. The rapidly increasing urbani: . .:.'ttion 

advancement in industrialisation in particular, ai'"OUnd the 

maritime states, results· in the ~onvenient disposal of 

Various · kinds of waste in large quantities to the coastal 

The principle source of water pollution are (i) discharge of 

domestic and munic~pal · sewage, (ii) effluents ·from 

industr· ie:., (iii) use of agriculture chemicals such as 

. ' . 
fertil~sers pesticides and insecticides, and 9iv) accident 

or/and del~berate release of oil and ocean water. Then therE! 

is natural pollution of groundwater due to salts and minerals 

derived from rocks and soils. 



There are· abbut 8000 water polluting industries in the state, 
I 

in which around 80 percent of the industries are located in 

the Gulf of Khambhat and adjoining areas. Disposr..'ll. of 

e·ff luente. from the!::.e industr-ial estates are creating problem 

in nu~ber of rivers such as K~lak, Damanganga, Sabarmati etc. 

The d.ie.posc.1l of domestic effluents grave this problem~ 

Petrochemic~l complex area near Vadodara housing major water 

pollut.ion industr·ie==, such a!':, IPPCL, GSFC,. Gujarat Refinery; 

GACL, Heavy Water Project .etc. Thedothe~ inviting attention 

is Jetpur where about 1400 small scale dyeing and printing 

ur·,:.i. t~::. a1··e located and created water pollution problem of 

1·· .i ver· Bhaa a r·. Mindola ~iver is poll~ting by som~ paper and 

sugar mills located nearby. 

water- .is dischar·ged w.i t.ho!Jt pr·oper· tr·eatment in the fresh 

zone of river Ko l.:d·: .• ·flow decreases 

cons.idet-abl y ' dur-ing the dr··i season th~s created severe 

pollutic~n c:ondi tions:. in summer e.eason". (Zingde etc 1980). 

Pollution Control : 

Government and Gujarat Pqllution Control such as: 

(i) GEM project : This programme is undertaken by .the Central 
I 

Pollution Control Board with the World Health ·organisation 
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/ 

( VJHO) sponsored Global Env .i r··c·nmen tal Mon.itor-·.ing Project 

( GE!'l .. ) .• P~oject covers the assesment of the major rivers 

namely Narmada, Tapi, Mahi and Sabarmati. 

(ii) '1'1INAR ·· 

1'1on .i tor ing o"f Indian National Aquatic Resources System 

pn:-J.i ec t... This programme"will help in formulating the plans . . 
and policies recJar·d.i.ng contn:::sl o·f t-later· pollution. 

(iii) Global and marine Poilutio~ Survey: 

jointly done ~y ·the Central Pollution Cont~ol Board and 
. . 

National Institute of Oceanography (NIO). 

(iv) Board E-ffluent Channel: This channel ~s the first of 

-
its:. kind in India. All the industrial ur1i ts located in 

Baroda. petrochemicals Complex area discharge the ef·f lueni: 

intri 'Baroda Effluent Channel·. This has stopped the 

pollution of river Mini and Mahi. only the 

effluent from the .industrial estate at Na~desari is going to 

through ~iver Mini. Efforts are under way to 

tr-·ec:1t and diVE"!r~t this:. e"ffluent _into Bar-oda Effl.Lif?nt. Chann·el. 

Finally the di·fficuJ.t·}" ·faced is the lack of consis'tent and 

r-eliable data on coastar envir-onment and n?lated inlc.1r·sd 

l~e coastal management is es~entially concer-ned with 

. ' . 
conflicts of interest ·and usages, jnformation on the 

.• 

I 
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distF·ibution and quality of a wide range of environmental 

So that threatened resources can be identified 

and evaluated and potential areas of conflict delimited. In 

addition, data from. repeated surveys are needed to monitor in 

environmental conditions and resources. 

Strategies 

Coastal zone has many potential uses but, as the pressure of 

demand from partic4lar uses grows~ it becomes· increasingly 

I 

cle.:,F· that all uses c.:1rtnot be met simultaneoi..\s:.ly. 

~he best use of coastal zone is not to be determined 
i 

according to the size of the benefits to be derived fr?m 

particDlar - uses ?r by the size of the costs associated with 

those uses:.~ but by thf.:? bi:il <.'!nee betvJeen thos::e benefit=· and 
/ 

costs. 

Sinct=_,; the coas:.tal· zone is not a c iosed system the planning 

process must take account of the benefits and costs of uses 

or·igipating from outside th~ zone. This implies integrating 

planning o~er an area wid~- than the individual zone~ it also 

rises the wider distributional issue of payment for outside 

uses of coa~tal zone facilities. 
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Watershed Management 

The need for an integrated appro~ch towards land and water 

has been felt. The entire appro~ch to the soil and water 

conservation programme has now been changed to watefshed 

{J!.i th this approach not only a<;p·-j_cul tural 

production can be augmented but also resolve the v~ried 

. . \ 
reclamat.1on 

and improvement of pastures and forest. 

Drought Control 

It should b~ involved ~ package programme of various long 

tenn str-ategy" n 

l. Restoration of ec~logical balance 

,., 
.<... De\ .. elopment and management of .ln·-igation resources 

3. Soil and mois:.turE! con:.·ervat'ion and affor·es:.tation 

4. Restructuring of cropping pattern.s and pasture 

Development 

5. Changes in agronomic practices 

Livestock development 

"7. ' Provision· of drinking water supply 

8~ 
; 

Assistance to small and marginal farmers 
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Management of Marine· Living Resources 

There is need to organise fish product developm~nt alcmg with 

an effort to expand the internal as well as the external 

market. The catch can be expanded by eff~cient managerial 

sJ.-:.ilie. for· ·-mechanised f ie .. h.ing, including elementary 

pr·oc:e!:;e.ing and freezing on board the vessels. There_ ie. 

urqent need tr·aining, 'strengthening of national and 

rf.'!'gior\a 1 research, technology and institutions for engaging 

Changr=:· agents. an:! requin?d- l.n fishing ··.li 11 ages:, for enthue.ing 

the people to\o'~ar·ds e·f·ficient methods c•f fishing, aquacu l'ture 

and -diversification. Political support ic necessary for 

legal to fishing aquaculture and 

pr··eeH~H-·v.:,ticm- and fDr planned and integt-a"ted ut .. :i.·l is.:h.im.·, o·f 

eco subsystems. 

Herculean task ahead of us 

For ensuring better quality of life we must carefully husband 

our renewable resources of soil, water, plant and animal 

lifE"!. E:·let-y e>£pfoitr.:1tion o·f the!E',e j_s t-e·flected in soil,' 
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e.i 1 tat ion~ floods, deforestation, which leads tc• 

destructioin of forests and wild life of the country. 
I 

We .have to have massive efforts to conserve our land 

resources through scientific land use, soil conservation qf 

mc<isture ~ ~topping excessive irrigation~ conservation of 

m~rine eco system, etc. Simi l ar·l y, .in the .case 'of the 

·fot"'este. <.ind ~P~i ld lLfe, cons:,r,;orvat.ion rather· than t-esburce 

e>:plo.i t.:.'ltion should be emphas.i~.ed. In case of general 

env~ronmental pollution something is being done to contained 

' water· and land pollution much i~ yet to be done. 

well as racli~tion pol)ution which too are threatening our 

f£->:istence. 

Cons.ervc:'ltion is now more essential for SL!rvival than 
I 

ever 

befc·r·e. Harmony with nature, reducing our dem~nds to the 

1 e\le} of the reviv~l capacity of nature and the stops that 

would help ·restoration of health 6f land and w~ter resources 

are all essential steps is a permanent economy and hence 'that 

ha~ to be secured with all efforts. En\t i r·onmf?n ta 1 
I 

and forest conservation will have to be the backbone of all 

development grogrammes and all disciplines ha~e to work in 

mission t6 achive the goal of an e~viornmentally sound 
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In this herculean ~ask all of us, have td join a 
nd 

cre,ate .a people!:. movement aiming at a better tomort"'CJW c."'nd a 
., 

.more ~lorious, healthier future p~omising a"better quality of 

life. 
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A,2f!Ddix II 

. J?eoadal Gro~ o.t l'OJ!!ll&UOD 

--·--·----· ------------
Pol!!l].aUon 

1951 ~01961 1961 to 1971 1971 to 1981 1961 1971 1961 

--··--·- ·--------. --·-- ----··-·----

Glljrat state !o'ta.l 26.68 29.39 27.67 20633350. 26697475 34085789 

Jmral 29.42 25.36 22.31 

Urban 20.07 41.00 41.42 

1.llbavn~ar !OWl. 26.40 25.54 33.73 1119435 1405285 . 1e79340 

Jmral 27.43 24.60 31.19 

UroaD 24.23 27.58 39.14 

2.Ab.lledt\084 Total 32.55 36.62 33.17 2130272 2910307 3875794 

:RtlX'QJ. 26.41 22.60 13.SO 
17~ }6.42 44.'82 42.9. 

J.iheda Total 22.64 23.96 22.90 1977540 245.1387 3015027 

Jmral 37.76 23.13 . 22.74 
Urban 15.75 27.43 23.99 

4.Vaaoe1ara fotal 26.02 29.64 29.19 1527326 1980065 2)5b092 

Rural 23.52 21.86 16.76 

Urban 33.74 51.75 57.58 

5,Bharu.cb Total 24.31 24.40 16.84 891969 1109601 1296451 

.Rural 28.62 20.b9 15.09 

Urba.o 3.72 44.26 25.13 .. 
6.~1U'at Total 25.72 36.01 39.53 1313823 1786924 2493211 

Rural 25.26 24.23 20.51 

Urban 26.98 67.15 76.89 

7oVal.ti&Q Total 21.}8 25.57 24.17 1137801 1428742 1174136 

Rural 17.47 22.61 18.16 

Urban 47.20 41.66 51.65 

source a ~;ensru. or In111a , ~r1es 5, uUJrat ~tate 1981 
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!£~1lU~ III 

PerceD~ ot Bural-Uroau POful~~lOA aud Deu&dal lirowth 

1961 1971 1961 Deoadal Grovth --- --~-·--· ·---- --··-------------
PerueLI~&ge to 1-eroent~ to Percentage ~o 1971 1961- 1971 1:171 1961 
total Po~U!alion To~al Po2ulation fotal ¥o~ulation 

Rural Uroan Rural Urban, lhlral Urban Total Rural Urban Total ''Rural urban 

----~-- ------~-----· 

1 • A!DIEDJ.l3AD }9.2 60.8 33,2 66.8 28.2 71. t3 
(i)DlWIDbuka 79.} 20.7 79·4 20.6 26.3 7}. 7 17.02 17.20 16.36 17.96 17.)6 . 19.6 

r 
2.BiiARl'cH 84.9 1). 1 82.6 17.4 81.3 18.7 

(11)Bharvch 59.} 40.7 55.9 44.1 54.5 45.5 2}.67 16.63 3}. 91 18.~ 15.68 22.22 
~ii.t.:)Bansat 100 8}.1 16.9 84.:1 15. 1 23.28 2.47- - 11. 13.50 (-). 79 
iv)Vagra 100 100 100 22.46 22.46 .69 .69 
(v~d 100 84.7 15.3 84.9 15. 1 21.18 2. 61 - 16.4 16.7 14.5 
(v )Jam Busar 8}.9 16.1 82.7 17 .. 3 82.0 18.0 22.19 20.4 }1.47 12.79 11.92 16.98 

} • .KliE])A 80.6 19.4 80.0 20.0 79.8 20.1 
(v11)Xhambbat 70.2 29.8 71.9 20.1 71.0 29.0 28.55 }1. 7 . 21.06 19. 10 17.67 344.8 

4.BIUVNAGAR 68.5 }1.5 68.0 }2.0 66.7 33.3 
(v111)Mahuva 78.0 22.0 78.8 Z1.2 78.8 21.2 31.15 }2.40 28.46 34.U 34.69 '34.82 
~ix)TalaJa 93.2 6.8 C]l.. 7 7.3 91.9 8.1 32.18 34.47 41.86 33.33 }2.25 47.02 
x)Ghogtla 89.2 10.8 86.7 n.~ 86.1 . 13.9 (- )3.42 (- )6. 16 }1.74 29.62 28.00 }.~.88 

(xi) 11havnagar 23~ 6 76.4 22.2 77.a 22.1 77~9 29.00 21.72 31.74 }6.24 36.13 36.28 

5. VADODARA 73o'J 26.1 69.5 . }0.5 39.4 60.6 
(x11)Padra 87.5 22.5 85.6 14.2 84.8 15.2 23.10 20. 6j 40.30 17.68 16.20 26.71 

6.SUltAT 77.8 2~.2 66.2 3}.8 57.2 42.8 
(x111)0lpad 100 93.6 6.4 89.6 10.:4 23.87 ~'15.94 .- 36.21. 30.42 121.0 
(xiv)Charasi }0.3 69.7 23.6 76.4 14.4 85.6 41.84 1 o. 91 55.26 68.~8 2.88 88.69 

7.VALSAD - 82.0 18.0 78.1 21.9 
(xv )Navsari n.o 28.0 71.0 29.0 62. j 37.5 22.46 20.79 26.76 30.22 14.25 68.65 
(xVi)Gandevi 72.2 n.8 71.0 2~.0 63.:) 36.5 22.39 20.40 27.?7 19.69 6.45 50.37 
(xvii )Valsad 69.7 30.3 63.0 37.0 24.63 12.67 3 6. t32 
(xvi11)Pard1 83•4 16.6 81.0 13.0 79.5 20.5 24.11 20.68 41.32 26.51 '24.10 36.62 
(xix )Umbt:rgaon 93 • .c 6.6 93.3 6.7 92.4 7.6 21.76 22.0 16.16 22.98 21.77 Y'J. 9 

source 1 ~ensue of India, Series 5, Gujrat ::;tate, 1981. 



\ 
.Appendix IY 

Sec.toral J)1atribllUo.a o! .Main workers 

I ll III 

Priae.r,y ::;ector ~CODda;Y ~o1or !er!#I7 :;;ector. Feroent~o! Main Workers to 

1961 1971 1961 1961 1971 1961 1961 1971 1981 fo:fl Po a~fon 9 rr 1961 

·-
GUJUT STATE 6~.} 67.6 62.48 13.9 13.9 17 .2} , 6. 7 18.5 20.29 41.00 }1.46 }2.22 

1 • ARIIKDAND }4.1 }1.2 26.9} }5.7 3}.8 }6.}0 30.2 34.9 36<78 }4.42 29.52 29.97 
(i)Dbanduka 65.2 79.5 1}.4 7.5 21.3 1~. 9 .. }6.76 }0.97 }4.80 

2 • .BHARVUH 82.1 79.9 72.8} 6.1 7.7 11.60 11.8 12.4 15.37 45.60 35.}0 }7.2 
(11)llbarvch 40.6 56.} 8.4 15.9 16.6 27.7 }9.60 32.55 3}.9:-
(111)Haaaat 85.} 85.0 5.7: 6., 9.0 8.5 51.86 }6.80 }8.}5 
(iv)vagra 93.1 89.7 2.1· 3.7 4.7 6.6 54.46 36.19 }4.60 
(v)AIIocl 61.9 65.2 6.8 5,9 11.3 8.6 47.1} }6.72 }8.72 
(vi)Ju l!wJar 79.4 81.6 6.6 6.7 13o 9 11.4 }9.62 ; ,.31,68 }1.}5 

}.IOIE.DA 72.7 7}.} 69.82. 11.& 10.4 1~.56 15.5 16.2 17.}0 34.59 29.17 }0.70 
(vii )Khaabba>t 6;a.& 62.9 20.2 20.6 17 .o 16.5 66 •. 91 29.62 :51.15 

4.BHAVJWwi 62.4 65.1 64.09 15.7 12.8 1).68 21.2 21.9 20.02 }8.76 29.55 }2.37 
~v111)Mabuva 71.3 74.7 1<:.4 8~7 16.} 16.6 40 •. 97 31.00 }4.00 
ix)falaJe. 6ti.4 <'32.5 12.4 6.1 19.1 11.4 42.50 31.50 }5.5 
~x)Ghogba 54.5 80.1 12.7 7.2 }2.7 12.7 45.70 }1.60 }5oS 
xi ).tlbavnagar 25.1 21.4 28,6 26.0 46.0 50.5 }0.00 26.07 28.4 

' 
5. v AJJOJWU 76.6 66.0 60.30 10.} 14.} 17.77 18.0 19.6 22.04 }8.40 }2,06 33.}6 

(xii)Fao.ra 82.1 79.5 6.5 8.} 11 .4 12.1 36.&0 }1.15 :n.2 

6. ::!U.t<AT 73.4 61.6 53.55 12.6 23.4 ~ 9.30 13.9 14.9 17.1), 44.40 37.19 }9.66 
(x111 )Olp&<l 6}.4 77.3 7.4 10.7 9.1 11.9 41.60 ~2.72 40.00 
(xiv )Onarasi 22.3 17.9 43.2 50.6 34.5 31.3 34.30 32.75 34.63 

7. U.L::!IJI 72.9 63.48 l),J "0. 39 1). ~ 16.13 35.4) 36.38 
(xv)N!\vsari 62.2 )3.4 60.2 25.4 1 J. 6 21.2 37.4 33.) '>6,2 
(xvi)GilDdev.i 50.') 46. c! 25.~ }0.7 23.2 22.3 36.66 31.0~ )"~.1;. 

~xv ii )Val a ad 60.; 51. 9 1}.2 19.6 26.2 2tl.4 29.?4 . 32.; 
r r xviii)l'ardi 79.4 78.2 6.2 9.6 14.3 1 .~. 0 52.5 37. ~ 3).8 

; (xix )Umoergaon 82.9 83.4 5.8 6.9 11.2 g.6 49.5 37.9 46.9 
" 

::.ources ven!Jus of Inaia, ::>eri~s, 5, GuJrat State, 1961 

---··~-· .... -.·-·----



., l v 
v -~ ' 

'~ 

atoclt 1 

Total vat'\lc Total Bllff'al.oea Total sneepa Total Goats total LiJae Total Pollltr.J 
a took 

C':.lJrat· ::itate 6994643 444}896 2357258 3299352 17465642 3572066 

1oAblleClaoao. 27207~ 248916 26541 68378 669~0 7896f 
(3.69 (5.6) (1.12) (2.68) (.}8 (2.2 

2.Bbarvch 2463~ 1}0037 7066 13122~ 523122 163607 
(3.52 (2. 93) (.}0) (3.96 (2.99) (4. 58) 

3ol!haTDagar tg~~l~ 249155 352917 222032 127595~ 32219 
(5. 6) ( 14 .• 97) (6. 73) (7.30 (. 90) 

4o.IDieCla 274433 583372 18174 93247 1002062 353676 
(3.92 (13.13) (.77) (2.83) ($.73) (g. 9) 

5.Sw-at 340481 189195 5153 140443 680739 659113 
(4.66) (4.26) (.22) (4.26) (}.89) (18.45) 

6.Vadodara 369507 249949 37;7 187)55 624196 275064 
(5. 68) (4.71) (7 .70) 

1. Val.aa4 360052 125006 9704 136257 6}6567 785149 

(). 15) (2.61) (. 41) (f.2) (}.64) (21. 98) 

----. -· -- -. ------- . ---------- ·--

Total 2299466 1775632 423312 1001136 5009653 2347814 

(32~ (39.96) (', 7 ."96) (30.:54) (28. 68) (65.72) 

::>igure in brackets allowing p.;1·centagea 
Source 1 Stat1st1cal .lbatract o. Glljarat State 1985 and 1966. 



~JPe:N"blx(\'1). 
,l;r:;r:a,S;r.:u,onal Po~en~ial. 1.D uoaat!! ~alukac of Gul! of .lh&lllob.a~ ~&el!on (1964) 

(Unconti.Dea. ACl.i!er) 
- --------------- ------- ··- - ·------~------. ---·----- --------- ------ ---· ------ . UUliaea. lie~ 1rr1ga- 8e~ a.rat~ lr:ri- Ground Balance UltiM~e Additional aumber. of vella grouna water Uon :require- (ha.a. Ce.Uon va~r irrigation irrisaUon feaiible ~ lLvel of :resources aen~ po~nUal balance potential potential ground water development (b.a. a11r) o:rea~ecl (b.a.a) from grou..ad !:rom ground 

ill col 4/ va:ter b.a. water ba. 
. ------------

Col }) (Col 6/~ol J) (Col 5 + Col 7) 
1 2 ·-----,- -·····--·~----'- ·-·-· -;· ··- 6 7' de .. -·-· ... -·. ·g-- _____ d ____________ .-

-----------· ·------- ----
Total for Gu~ara~ 

47016 1. Ahmedabad Diatt 106602 .}57 24649 69044 61953 229560 298604 .. ---.._ 
i.lJbandbuka 15601 .}57 2120 5936 13661 }6}22 44260 9067 

2. Bbaruch Distt 71.(5 .5 6946 1'5892 64467 1269}4 142826 4579'7 
11 • .ilb.arucb :n62 .5 671 1742 2491 4962 6724 1J64 
111.Hauaat 1862 .5 224 446 16}8 }276 3724 910 
iv. vagra 6219 .5 199 398 1020 12040 12436 ''M v. uod }6}2 .5 1106 2212 2~26 ~052 72n 1~ 3 
vi.<~am Busar 6862 .5 491 982 6 71 1 742 1}72 3 39 

'· JOleua .uistt 136219 .421 21577 51251 114642 272309 32:5560 66}45 
vU..Khambhat 5903 .421 977 2321 4926 11701 14022 2737 

4. ~vnaga:r Distt. 11}026 .}66 41692 114459 71134 194355 }06614 56315 
v111. J4ahuva 15576 • 366 6716 18350 6660 24208 42556 6994 
ix. Taluja 20225 .}66 4604 13126 15421 :52134 55260 12782 
x. uno~:~ba 4554 .}66 22\i2 6180 2292' 6262 12442 1764 
xi. llllavnagar 5607 .366 3133 6560 2674 7306 15666 2148 

5. Vadoaara Distt 100650 .494 14635 29625 66215 174524 204149 56-457 
xii. Padra 7942 .494 1380 '2794 6562 ' 13283 16077 3646 

6. :)urat .Uistt 166616 .395 16241 41116 150375 380696 421812 103355 
(xi11, Olpad 17524 0 395 762 1929 16762 42435 44364 9312 
xiv, vbaraei 14044 .395 4228 10704 9816 24851 '35555 5453 

7. valeaa .\Jibtt 97170 .392 13624 34755 83546 21}128 247663 60517 
xv. ldavsari 26623 • 392 2532 6459 262~1 67069 7}528 1~265 
xvi. uandev1 6067 .392 1604 4603 42 3 10926 15529 ,642 
xvii valsad 13552 .392 1962 5005 11590 29566 34571 69,9 
xv1i •• fard1 5724 .392 1656 4740 3666 9862 14602 3222 
xi.x. Umbergaon 4668 • 392 832 2122 3656 9837 11959 321J 

" 



·l 

"" AJ?P!aca.U wll 

Grou.n4vater Poten'U&l ot ooaetal. ~&luoa oi Qul..t cat ~hat iepon ~oDtineCl Aogu.Uera 1964· 

2 ' 4 
,, 

fot&l vroWIG Utilisation v.V. uroas u. W. JJrll1t · •et .ura.u 1n 
water resources reaou.rces in iD &at/Yr · a;~Ir 
iD &11/Yr Ml.iJI/Yr c101.ot total aratt) 

--------- ---------- .. - ---·-- ------- ---

1 o AbJ11e Cl&Daa. 1254.15 1066· 352.1} 246.49 
( i ).tJb.audb.ulca 186.84 156.61.' }0.28 21.0 

2.ffftYUD 
640.16 714. n 99.2 69.46 

11 Jlll&rvuD }9.55 3}.62 12.44 6.71 
111)HIUisat 21.91 18.62 }.20 2.24 
1v)fagra 7}.16 62. '9 2.84 1. 99 

(v)Aaoa 42.74 36.}2 15.80 11.06 
(v1)dam &.lear eo. 73 68.62 7.01 4. 91 

3.K.Ileda 1602.58 1}62 •. 19 }00.27 215.77 
(vii)Knamollat 69.45 59.03 14.96 9•77 

4.:&1avnaaa.r 1}29, 76 , , }0.26 596.47 418.92 
(v11i)Malwva 183.25 155.~6 95.94 67.16 
(1x)T&l&Ja 237.95 202.25 66.6} 48.04 
(x)GnogDa 5}.58 45.54 42.}2 2~.64 
(xi)IIIlavnagar 68.32 58.07 -44.76 .31.:n 

s.vao.oaara 1186.47 1006.:) 209.07 146.}9 
(x11)l'ao.ra 9}.44 79.42 19.71 1).80 

6.l)urat 1906.21 1666.16 232.03 162.43 
tx111 )Olpad. 206.17 17).24 10.89 ' 7. 62 
tx 1 v )~;nar&:~.1 16~.22 140.44 60.40 42,28 

7. val.aM(Bulsar) 114}.16 971.70 194.63 136.24 
(xv )llavsar1 339.10 288.23 }6.18 25.53 
(xv1)Gauaevi 71.61 60.87 25.77 18.04 -
(xv11)Yaleaa 15 9. 43 135.52 26.02 19.62 
(xv111)Para1 67.}4 57.24 26.54 18.58 
(xix )Umuergaon 55. 15 46.88 11.86 e. 32 

:lource: Report of tne Group on the est1nat1on of Grounawater Resources. 
Irrigation Poteut1al !rom Grounawater in GuJrat ~tate April 1984. 

5 6 

u. W. »&laooe Level ol' li. W. 
J.a 111.;11/Yr water c1e1·. iD"/ . 

. ----------- - , ____ --· ----- -----------·-· --" 

819.5} 2}.12 
1)7.61 13.25 

644.67 9.7} 
24.91 25.91 
16.}8 15.03 
60.20 3.20 
25.26 }0.45 
68.71 . 7.16 

1146.42 15.84 
49.26 , 6. 55 

711.}4 }7.00 
88.60 4}.12 

154.21 2}. 75 
22.92 49.67 
26.76 5}. 93 

662.15 14.51 
65.62 11.·.n 

1503, ·r5 9.75 
167.62 4. }5 

98.16 }0.10 

6}5.46 14.02 
262. yo 8,78 

4.:!.6} 29.~ 
115.90 14.46 

38.66 32.46 
3!:l.:)6 17,75 



1.Abaeftabad Die~t. 
(1)l)~clbuka 

2.~oh »1att. 
(11)llbanoh 
(111)!lansat 
{1v)Yagra 
{v)l.aoel 
(vi)Jaa Bu.aa.r 

'5.Kheda Diett 
(vll).K.Ilaabb.at 

4.Bbavnagar'~1ett. 
{ v111 )lllatluva 
(1x)Tal.aJa 
(x)Gb.ogha 
(xi ).llb.avnaga.r 

5.vado&ara ~lett. 
(xll)Padra 

6. ~urat .IJistt. 
(x111 )Olpao. 
(xi v )ub.a.raal 

7.Val.saa .&Jiatt. 
(xv )~avs.a.rl 
(xvi )wan<1~:v1 
(xv11)vaJ.aad 
(xv111)Pard.1. 
(xix )Umbetgaon 

\Hectares) 

9666 

17878 

5509 
29080 

1250 
1050 

25407 
70854 

10393 
4255 
1360 

40 

7781 

100 

621 

528 
307 

256 
381 . 
105 

1665 
60 

? r 1 
A t> f:> t:.,., d /.r YJI[ 

ARlU llmiG.lHD BI SOURt;BS OP\198J'"*l) 

-·-------------- ------------- -----.--------------------

Welle Otber sources 

--------------·------- -------

12}19 

6}15 

}0 
39}4 
790 

7586 

'54598 
994'5 
6291 

-4850 

22040 

1909 
2062 

110 
3495 
5170 
)4}3 
1471 

212 

2}0 

412 

100 
247 

~et. irrigated 

12}19 

6)27 
9906 ,., 
11945 

790 

25976 

40107 
'5902'5 

7541 
6521 

22040 

27844 
7232'5 

10759 
8151 
66}:) 
7198 
17&4 

Percentage o! 
net. 1rr1gat.e4 to JSA 

7 

9.48 
o. 72 

42.36 
O.(J'f 

}9.27 
1.17 

29.0 

}'5.7 
41.67 
62.68 
28.78 
26.70 

52.64 

70.25 
}.1.}0 

'51.18 
41.83 
16.70 
19.~ 

6. Y6 

source: Statistical Abetr~t of Dletrlvta , 1986-1987 



API?enuix X 
)~\ 

uoastal Taluba . wise fishillg population anu workers ,1982 ~DSUS 

District/Taluoa Total fishing population ~ersons engageQ in fishing 
anareia~ed ooeu~tion 

Person .,. to total :Person •t•to total. 

( 1 GDnan<1huka - -
(ii)Bharvcb 8700 8.13 4475 8.9 
(iii)Hansat 1419 1.33 139 1.48 
(iv)vagra 1478 1.38 710 1.40 
(v)UOQ 621 0.58 267 0.53 
(vi)Jam .wsar 2841 2.65 1320 2.6 
(vii)K.namob.at 1517 1.4 833 1~7 

(v111)Mahuva 401 0.37 247 0.49 
{ix)TalaJa 361 o. 3:~ 185 0.37 
(x)Ghogna 569 0.53 300 0.60 
(xi ).bhavnagar 545 o.5o- 297 . 0•59 
(xii )Pactra 946 0.88 428 0.86 
(x111 )Olpau 2141 2.0 935 1.88 
(xiv )vb.arasi 9315 8.7 4181 8.4 
(xv · ).ftavsari 14848 13.8 8156 16.4 
(xvi )Ganaevi 9557 8.9 4869 9.8 
(xvii.)Valsa.a. 21771 20.4 11842 23.8 
(xv11i ):P arui 7728 7.2 4218 8.5 
(xix )Umoergaon 22160 20.7 5814 11.7 

106918 100 49816 100 

»istrict statistics Aostraut,~eau o~ Economics ana ~tatistics, 
Govt. o~ GuJrat 1985. 



All,2~Ulai.x Xl 

~istri~ution Lana Utilisation 
(In l'eroent~) 

·-- --------------------" -- ---------- ---~- ------------------~----------------------··-

JJiatriut Year total .Pore at ~ren La.q11 put to ~,;u.l tivaole Permanent Lana current Otner 11et Area not Area avail-
Reportillg ana Wl- non agriuu- waste pasture& unaer follow follow .Arua availab-· ole !or agr-
Area cu.ltivaole lture use otner gra tree ~own le tor icul ture 

lana zing lana crop agricu.l-
---· ----------------- ------~- --·------ ------ ------ -------- ---- ----. ------- -------- ----

12- \~~sh+er- H+lO+ffitt} 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
------------ ------------ ------- - ------------. --------- ---·- - ----- 13 - -- 14 __ -·-· -------- ---------· ------

uUJrat State 1960-61 100 5.1 25.5 2,2' 4.3 5.8 0.23 1.9 2.4 52.4 44.0 56.0 
70-71 100 8.4 16.4 4.1 10.4 5.0 0.07 1.8 0.02 51.6 46.5 53.5 
83-84 100 10.0 1}.~ 5.7 11.5 4.5 0,02 3.8 o.o 51 .1 44.7 55.3 

1. Bllavnagar 1960-61 100 1 • 1 g.; 2.4 4.1 11.2 2.2 2.4 67.0 29 71.0 
70-71 100 3.0 11.0 4.1 3·4 7.5 3.7 5. 1 60.0 31.2 68.8 
83.84 100 3.2 10.4 7.3 3.8 7.19 4.38 0.45 63.28 31 .89 68.11 

2. A.b.medaoad 1960-61 100 19.6 0.78 3.4 1 .2 2.9 1.8 70.3 25 75.0 
70-71 100 0,19 9.98 7.2 3.3 4.03 1.9 2.3 71.5 24.3 75.7 
83..84 100 1.3 e.; 7.4 2.8 3.9 6.1 0,7 69.2 24.0 76.0 

},K:Ieda 1960-61 100 1. 7 . }.6 ., 10.6 0.74 4.0 0.94 0.77 77.6 20.t=S 79.:51 
70-71 100 2.3 4o3 11.4 0.55 3.9 1.8 0.25 75.2 22.75 77.25 
8}-84 100 1.5 4.5 12,4 0.35 3. 97 1,0 0.05 76.2 22.75 7?.25 

4.Ya«oaara 1960-61 100 7.2 5.0 5.2 2,6 8.4 0.33 0.64 0.54 69.8 28.73 71.27 
70..71 100 7.2 3.3 5.2 6.0 6.7 0.05 0.87 0.32 70.2 28.56 71.44 
83-84 100 10.6 3.5 8.5 1.6 4.2 2.1 69.4 28.50 71.50 

5.!barvch 1960-61 100 1}.3 22 • .3 0.03 2.1 3 .• 7. 0.01 0.25 0.59 57.6 41.55 58.45 
70-71 100 18.2 0.40 10.8 5.9 3.1 0.01 1.12 2.2 58.o 38.67 61 •. n 
83-84 100 18.6 2.8 12.6 5.7. 3.1 2.9 54.1 43.00 57.00 

6eSurat 1960-61 100 11.8 9.2 1. 9 5.0 ~.o, 0.}4 o.8, 0.01 64.4 34.}9 65.61 
70-71 100 19.8 10.2 }.8 2.3 4.1 0.46 0.85 1. 7 56.0 40.99 59.01 
8}-84 100 18.2 7.8 10.6 2.9 3.1 o.~J 4.8 . 51.8 42.87 57.1} 

7eYal8&« 1960-61 100 -
70-71 1CO 26.6 4.1 2.'} 3.6 3.4 1.8 1.2 56.7 40.3 59.7 
83-84 100 24.:2 2.3 7.1 4.7 1.·5 2.8 57.0 40.2 59.8 



Appendix XII 

Total food graia prodUction and Per capita food availiolitiy 

l)'.t.stinct Total fooa grains. Area out turn. 
(00 hectares) (00 tonnes) 

UUJrat ~tate 
1960-61 46323 18585 

70-71 55827 48441 
84-85 47468 52571 

1 .. .l:lbavnagar 
1960-61 2870 792. 

70-71 3053 2136 
84-85 2429 3024 

2 • ..nmeQaoaa 
1960-61 2415 687 

70-71 3803 2773 
84-85 3190 2954 

}.Khea.a 
1960-61 2896 1765 

70-71 3861 4566 
84-85 3590 5681 

4.vaaodara 
1960-61 2222 .1240 

70-71 2215 1968 
84-85 2790 2707 

5.~arvcb 
1960-61 1566 568 

70-71 1707 1355 
84..S5 2872 2241 

6. ;:,urat 
1960-61 3768 2626 

70-71 2371 1984 
84-85 2108 2685 

7.vals&<1 
1960-61 -70-71 1683 1783 

84-85 1435 2355 
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